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Preface

There exist numerous methods available for the robust computation of the funda-
mental matrix given a set of putative point matches between two images. Unfortu-
nately, it is not obvious which of the existing methods performs better or is more
suitable given a particular set of matches. The simulations and real-image com-
parisons found in publications are usually limited and ”old” methods tend to be
forgotten in favour of new ones.

I discovered the ORSA method when I attended a seminar in Grenoble, three
years ago. I perfectly remember from that talk that I was instantly attracted by the
non-parametric a contrario probabilistic framework, which is based on the Helm-
holtz perception principle and Gestalt theory. When I then looked for the first time
at Mosian and Stival’s paper [MS04], I was moreover impressed by the perform-
ance analysis and its outcome. In particular, more than a 80% of outliers were
allowed for datasets of size around 250, which was a more than good performance
with respect to the available matching methods . . . and the paper was dating back
to 2004!

Investigating the possibility of extending the ORSA to go further is the main
motivation of this research, which was conducted under the supervision and with
the collaboration of Lionel Moisan (MAP5) and Pascal Monasse (IMAGINE), dur-
ing a post-doctoral contract with the Callisto project, funded by the Agence Na-
tionale de la Recherche (ANR-09-CORD-003), on the application of perception
principles and statistical methods (a contrario) to computer vision. The advice of
Pedro Delicado (EIO) and the background provided some time ago by José Ignacio
Burgos Gil (ICMAT) have also been very helpful.

This book is an extended and improved version of the conference paper [EMM13],
and it contains original work that has not been published elsewhere. An effort has
been made to provide a self-contained text to make accessible the strongly interdis-
ciplinary subject of computing in an automatic and robust manner the fundamental
matrix tensor from a given a set of SIFT matches between two images.

vii





Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

Matching features between two images is an important task in Computer Vision
[HZ04, Low04]. Exactly matching points satisfy the epipolar constraint, that is
characterised in projective coordinates by a 3× 3 matrix, the fundamental matrix.
Given a set of potential point matches, some being corrupted by noise and some
being wrong (outliers), we address the problem of determining the subset of cor-
rect matches (inliers1) and the robust computation of the associated fundamental
matrix.

Geometrically, the fundamental matrix expresses the fact that for a point in
one image, its matching point in the other image can only be on a line (and not
anywhere on that image) which is the image of the back-projection ray of the initial
point; see Figure 2.2 to visualise the re-projected (Fx) back-projection (Cx) of
a pixel (x). Moreover, the fundamental matrix encodes information both about
the internal camera calibration and the relative displacement between the image
frames (camera motion).

Accordingly, the fundamental matrix can be used not only to check the consist-
ency between a set of potential matches (robust matching) or to recognise a given
pattern in an image database, as explained below. Given a set of matches, the fun-
damental matrix is broadly used as well to recover both the associated 3D points
and camera positions (3D reconstruction), or just the latter (motion estimation), or
the latter and the camera internal calibration (camera self-calibration). Finally, it
can be also used to rectify a pair of images (stereo rectification) so that the search
for new matches is reduced to horizontal 1D search operations (stereo matching).

We will use the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT), which was con-
ceived by David G. Lowe [Low04] with the purpose of recognising the instances
of a query object in an image database. In particular, this feature descriptor was

1 According to [UNE00], an inlier is a data value that lies in the interior of a statistical distribution
and is in error, and an outlier is a data value that lies in the tail of the statistical distribution of a set of
data values. Nonetheless, we use these words as done commonly in Computer Vision, where inlier
means correct or valid data and, in contrast, outlier means incorrect data [HZ04].

1



2 Introduction

designed to allow changes in scale, and changes up to a certain degree in the im-
age geometry (affine motions) and illumination. A SIFT feature is composed of
a keypoint localisation in the image (the point coordinates that we are interested
in), a scale, an orientation, and an array descriptor with local gradient informa-
tion around a square window centred at the keypoint and oriented with the feature
orientation.

Lowe performed the recognition task as follows. In a first step, features in
the query object where matched with features in the database of images (using
the Euclidean distance between features); these matches were then refined with the
help of a geometric test. images with at least three matching features were retained.
We will use SIFT point matches (ignoring the rest of the descriptor, which is less
precise) as input data for the robust estimation of the fundamental matrix.

Algebraically, the fundamental matrix is a bilinear tensor of rank two between
two-dimensional projective spaces. In particular, a minimum of seven point matches
(not being in a degenerate configuration) are needed to determine a fundamental
matrix. The difficulties for its robust computation can be listed as follows:

• 7 matches are needed to determine a fundamental matrix using the epipolar
constraints and the rank two constraint;

• the (algebraic) epipolar constraint is quadratic in the coordinates of the image
matches, giving heteroscedastic residuals, and linear in the coefficients of the
fundamental matrix;

• the rank-two constraint has degree 3 on the coefficients of the fundamental
matrix, being non-convex; if imposed parametrically, the complexity of the
epipolar constraint increases;

• the linear formulation in the image projective frames becomes a rational for-
mulation when the geometric fitting errors are computed for minimisation;

• inlier ratios (ratio of correct matches) can be typically much below 50%, and
outliers (wrong matches) do not follow a predictable distribution.

Philip H.S. Torr and David W. Murray proposed and compared in [TM97] sev-
eral robust estimation techniques for the fundamental matrix. These techniques
included M-estimators, case-deletion diagnostics and random sampling methods
like Least Median Squares (LMedS) [Rou84] and Random Sampling Consensus
(RANSAC) [FB81]. RANSAC (explained below) was used if the noise scale could
be estimated, and LMedS otherwise when the inlier ratio could be below a 50%.
The two random sampling methods gave the best performance, and M-estimators
were successful only when given good initial estimates. Consequently, Torr and
Murray proposed to use first a random sampling algorithm and then use the solution
to initialise M-estimators. Since then, many variants of the parametric RANSAC
method have been developed but the method is still being used in modern and ef-
fective 3D reconstruction software, e.g. Bundler [SSS07].
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The Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) [FB81] performs random sampling
of at most N minimal subsets of data (7-uples of matches) to hypothesise models.
Each hypothetical model is evaluated using the point matches whose residual is
under a user-specified threshold τ (these matches are the estimated correct ones,
i.e. inliers), and the model that leads to the maximum number of estimated inli-
ers is chosen (the final model is then re-estimated using only these inliers). The
cost function that RANSAC tries to optimise assigns 0 to those matches with error
under the threshold τ (inliers) and a constant penalty otherwise [TZ00]. An inlier
ratio ε is usually user-specified to decide the number of random trials N , although
this decision can also be taken adaptively using the best model found so far [HZ04].

The Optimised Random Sampling Algorithm (ORSA) was proposed by Lionel
Moisan and Bérenger Stival in [MS04]. It assumes a uniform spatial distribution of
the features over the image. Through random sampling, it looks for a set of matches
that is the least expected in terms of the precision achieved for a given number of
inliers (a contrario criterion). It requires as parameter only the maximum number
of random trials to perform (that is, the computational effort allowed by the user).
The actual number of random trials can drop to as little as 10% of the specified one
when a “sufficiently good” model is found early (acceleration strategy). It can be
seen as a non-parametric version of RANSAC, where all possible inlier thresholds
are implicitly used (and compared) thanks to the a contrario criterion.

ORSA has been shown to outperform a fixed-threshold RANSAC approach
and classical methods like M-estimators and LMedS, in particular by its ability to
deal with very high outlier ratios [MS04, MMM12b]. However, performance lacks
and even failure cases can be observed when the data points are far from being
uniformly distributed, in particular when most of them lie in a small region of the
image domain [MS04]. In the search for an adaptive improvement of ORSA, we
will study the replacement of the uniform distribution of the ORSA method with
an empirical distribution estimated non-parametrically using kernel methods with
plug-in band-width estimation [SJ91].

We only carry out a preliminary comparison with the RANSAC and ORSA
methods, the latter’s source code being available online2. Comparison with other
modern methods was not possible due to the lack of available code. A major differ-
ence between the proposed approach and almost all existing ones is that we build a
model of the distribution of 2D image features to recover an optimal threshold, in-
dependently of any matching, whereas other methods propose a model of (at best)
the distribution of the 1D errors associated to the 2D matches.

1.2 Organisation

In Chapter 2 we present the general Computer Vision Geometry framework for 3D
reconstruction. Namely, the pinhole camera model, the detection and matching of
point features, and the two-view fundamental matrix tensor and its applications,

2http://www.mi.parisdescartes.fr/˜moisan/epipolar/

http://www.mi.parisdescartes.fr/~moisan/epipolar/
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among which the 3D reconstruction of an input set of matching points.
We devote Chapter 3 to explaining how the data is obtained and its character-

istics. Mostly, the goal of the chapter is to present the SIFT feature detection and
matching algorithms, and to analyse a bit the associated outcome.

Chapter 4 addresses the computation of a Fundamental Matrix given a set of
point matches. It gives an overview on methods both for only inlying data and
for robust methods able to handle outlying data, among which RANSAC merits a
detailed explanation because of its good performance; then, it provides a taxonomy
and brief survey on the many existing random sampling robust methods.

The a contrario approach and the ORSA method will be presented in Chapter 5,
which finishes with a summary of performance highlights and a brief comment on
its limitations. These contents merit a separate chapter since we build our method
on top of them.

In Chapter 6 we present our modification of ORSA for, given a set of point
matches, robustly compute the fundamental matrix and detect the subset of inlier
matches; evaluation experiments are also summarised.

After Conclusion, the interested reader can consult an Appendix where the
needed contents of Projective Geometry are formally summarised. In order to easy
the comprehension of the text for readers not used to projective geometry concepts,
we introduce next the minimum amount of notation and definitions required.

1.3 Notations

Any vector will be understood to be a column matrix by default:

u = (x1, x2, . . . , xn)T ⇔ u =

x1
...
xn

 . (1.1)

A vertical line will sometimes be used when combining matrices and vectors
in blocks, in order to clearly separate the different blocks. For instance, a matrix
composed by two “column” sub-blocks A1 and A2 can be denoted by (A1|A2).

We will use ' to denote equality up to a scale factor. For any 3-vector u, [u]×
will be used to denote the antisymmetric matrix associated to the cross product (or
vector product) of u by any other 3-vector v:

[u]×v = u× v . (1.2)

concisely, if u = (a, b, c)T , then

[u]× =

 0 −c b
c 0 −a
−b a 0

 . (1.3)
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Cartesian Coordinates Projective Coordinates
Points p̃ = (x, y)T ⇔ p = (x : y : 1) ≡ λp, ∀λ 6= 0 (1.4)

Vectors ṽ = (a, b)T ⇔ v = (a : b : 0) ≡ λv,∀λ 6= 0 (1.5)

Lines (x, y)T : ax+ by + c = 0 ⇔ p : LT · p = 0 , L = (a : b : c) ≡ λL (1.6)

2-Point If p̃0 = (x0, y0)T , p̃1 = (x1, y1)T , If p0 = (x0 : y0 : 1), p1 = (x1 : y1 : 1),
Line (x, y)T : x−x0

x1−x0 = y−y0
y1−y0 ⇔ p : LT · p = 0 , L = p0 × p1 ≡ λL (1.7)

Proj. Map f̃(p̃) =

(
a11x+a12y+a13
a31x+a32y+a33
a21x+a22y+a23
a31x+a32y+a33

)
⇔ f(p) = A · p , A = (aij) ≡ λA (1.8)

Table 1.1: Correspondence between Cartesian and projective notations on a plane
for points, vectors, lines and projective maps.

1.3.1 Cartesian-Projective “Dictionary”

On a plane, many computations are eased by taking projective coordinates. With
respect to Cartesian coordinates (in a possibly non-orthonormal affine coordinate
frame), taking projective coordinates corresponds to adding a third coordinate to a
point or a vector, its value being 1 or 0, respectively; see equations (1.4) and (1.5)
in Table 1.1. In fact, points and vectors are represented using 3 coordinates having
a scale factor ambiguity, which in practice means that distance information is lost
when using a projective framework. Line equations on a projective plane are also
represented using 3 coordinates (1.6) and the line joining two points is given by
the cross product of those points in projective coordinates (1.7). Note that all these
projective elements are well defined independently of an arbitrarily selected scale
factor.

A planar projective map is a transformation from a plane to a plane that in
projective coordinates is linear, and it is therefore represented up to scale by a 3×3
matrix A = (aij), as summarised in (1.8). A projectivity is a bijective projective
map (i.e. rank(A) = 3); a homography is a projectivity of a plane onto itself. An
affinity is a map which in Cartesian coordinates is the composition of a linear map
with a translation, i.e. a31 = a32 = 0, a33 6= 0. A displacement is a rotation
composed with a translation, and a similarity is an affinity with linear part being
multiple of a rotation.

A planar collineation is a map from points on a plane to lines on a plane,
which in Cartesian coordinates is affine on the point coordinates: the image of a
point (x0, y0)T is the line of equation

(a11x0 + a12y0 + a13)x+ (a21x0 + a22y0 + a23)y+ (a31x0 + a32y0 + a33) = 0 ,
(1.9)

for some coefficients aij . A collineation in projective coordinates is expressed as
a linear map: the image of a point p0 = (x0 : y0 : 1) is the line A · p0, where
A = (aij), meaning that the points p = (x : y : 1) on the line satisfy the equation

pT ·A · p0 = 0 . (1.10)
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Cartesian Coordinates Projective Coordinates
Points p̃ = (x, y, z)T ⇔ p = (x : y : z : 1) ≡ λp, ∀λ 6= 0 (1.11)

Vectors ṽ = (a, b, c)T ⇔ v = (a : b : c : 0) ≡ λv,∀λ 6= 0 (1.12)

Planes ax+ by + cz + d = 0 ⇔ ΠT · p = 0 , Π = (a : b : c : d) (1.13)

Projective Map f̃(p̃) =


a11x+a12y+a13z+a14
a41x+a42y+a43z+a44
a21x+a22y+a23z+a24
a41x+a42y+a43z+a44
a31x+a32y+a33z+a34
a41x+a42y+a43z+a44

 ⇔ f(p) = A · p , A = (aij) ≡ λA (1.14)

Table 1.2: Correspondence between 3D Cartesian and projective coordinates.

The projective notations for 3D points (a 4-vector) and 3D transformations (a
4× 4 matrix) follow the same pattern as their 2D counterparts. 3D planes (instead
of lines) can be also represented using a 4-vector. See Table 1.2 for a summary.



Chapter 2

General Framework
Computer Vision Geometry

This chapter presents the Computer Vision Geometry framework used to model the
image formation (pinhole camera model) and geometry (calibration matrix), the
detection and matching of interesting features in an image, the relations between
two images of a scene or object (epipolar geometry, fundamental matrix), and the
utility of such models e.g. for 3D reconstruction and motion estimation. Although
detailed references are given along the text, a basic knowledge on most of these
contents can be acquired by consulting [Fau93, HZ04, FLP01]. An Appendix is
also provided at the end of this book with a summary of the adopted stratified
Projective Geometry framework.

2.1 Camera Model

A perspective map was already used by the Renaissance painters to represent a 3D
scene onto a planar surface. Photogrammetry, Computer Vision, and Robotics use
the equivalent pinhole model (defined below) for the acquisition of images with
a camera. Projective tools allows to describe linearly the pinhole projection, as
we explain at the end of this section. Many other models exist, either parametric
(e.g. combination of the pinhole with distortion models) or non-parametric, also
called generic [SR04, EB11]. An excellent review on camera models and their
determination or calibration is [SRT+10].

The projective or pinhole camera model is a perspective projection from a
point, the camera centre, on the image plane [HZ04]. We call focal length, de-
noted by ϕ, the distance from the camera centre to the image plane, and principal
point, denoted by c, the orthogonal projection of the camera centre C on the image
plane (see Fig. 2.1, left).

In practice, we are given images acquired by a sensor and with pixel unit axes,
their coordinates (u, v)T being positive integer and bounded by the sensor size.
We call camera coordinate frame an orthonormal 3D reference with origin at the

7
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C

cx

X

ϕ focal length

θ

c
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u0

x

y

{Z = ϕ}

O

v0

Figure 2.1: Left: pinhole camera model. Right: pixel coordinates on the image.

camera centre, its X axis parallel to the u image axis and its Z axis orthogonal to
the image plane (e.g. the image plane has equation Z = ϕ). If we consider an
orthonormal reference on the image centred at the principal point c and with axes
parallel to the camera frame, then the projection (x, y)T of a 3D point with camera
frame coordinates (X,Y, Z)T in front of the camera (Z > ϕ) is

(x, y)T =

(
ϕ
X

Z
,ϕ
Y

Z

)T
. (2.1)

The image pixel coordinates are centred at the image upper-left corner. The
sensor has possibly different scales in each axis (denoted by ku, kv), its ratio being
called aspect ratio, and axes forming an angle θ, not necessarily square. Accord-
ingly, we model an image as a grid of possibly non-square pixels. If we denote the
pixel coordinates of the principal point as c = (u0, v0)T (see Fig. 2.1, right), then
the pixel coordinates can be obtained from the 2D initial reference (x, y)T as(

u
v

)
=

(
ϕku s

0 ϕkv/ sin θ

)(
x
y

)
+

(
u0

v0

)
, (2.2)

where s is the skew parameter: s = −ϕku cot θ.
Using the camera frame for the world and the pixel frame for the image, the

camera projection is the composition of (2.1) with (2.2), i.e. the image of a 3D
point (X,Y, Z)T , Z > ϕ, is given by(

u
v

)
=

(
ϕku s

0 ϕkv/ sin θ

)(
X/Z
Y/Z

)
+

(
u0

v0

)
. (2.3)

When having e.g. a moving camera, it is clear that we cannot place the 3D
reference on every camera location. Thus, we need to consider the possibility of
having an arbitrary (orthonormal) 3D reference; in this case, we need first to apply
a rotation R and translation t to be in the camera frame, and then we can apply the
projection formula (2.3). Concisely, the projection in the pixel frame of a 3D point
with coordinates Q = (U, V,W )T in such a general 3D frame will be(

u
v

)
=

(
ϕku s

0 ϕkv/ sin θ

)(
(RQ+ t)1/(RQ+ t)3

(RQ+ t)2/(RQ+ t)3

)
+

(
u0

v0

)
. (2.4)
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2.1.1 Projective Formulation

As you will have probably noticed, the projection formulas contain ratios of co-
ordinates, being thus projective maps by nature (directions matter, absolute dis-
tances don’t). In fact, we can make use of the projective coordinate notation,
explained in Section 1.3.1, to describe the projection equations in a simple way.
For instance, the initial expression (2.1) can be recast using projective coordinates
(X : Y : Z : 1) and (x : y : 1) as

xy
1

 '
ϕ 0 0 0

0 ϕ 0 0
0 0 1 0

 ·

X
Y
Z
1

 . (2.5)

We define the camera calibration matrix as

K =

 ϕku s u0

0 ϕkv/ sin θ v0

0 0 1

 . (2.6)

The projection (2.3) of a 3D point with camera frame coordinates (X : Y : Z : 1)
is an image point with pixel coordinates (u : v : 1) such that

uv
1

 ' P0 ·


X
Y
Z
1

 , (2.7)

being P0 the 3× 4 matrix
P0 ' K(Id|0) . (2.8)

According to (2.4), a pair of cameras can be expressed then, having fixed the
first camera frame as 3D reference, as a pair of 3× 4 matrices:

P0 ' K(Id|0) , P1 ' K ′(R|t) , (2.9)

where K and K ′ are the respective calibration matrices, R is the matrix of relative
rotation and t is the vector of relative translation between the two camera frames.

2.2 Point Features: Detection and Matching

The image of the interesting scene properties (color, geometry) gives useful im-
age features: image corners (points with two strong image gradient directions),
edges (separating two different intensity regions), blobs (regions with some uni-
form property), etc. The utility of the features will depend on the type of applic-
ation. When a camera moves it is according to a rigid displacement (rotation nad
translation), which induces in the image a complex motion that locally can be mod-
elled as an affinity; besides, object instances inside or across images may appear
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at different scales (having a different spatial frequency). Local affine invariance,
multi-scale persistence and low computational cost are some of the usually desired
properties of a feature descriptor.

Feature detection and matching are essential components in any vision system.
Matching refers to finding the correspondence between two sets of features in sel-
dom images of a common or similar object or scene. Such operation is performed
by taking into account the local characteristics of the images around the considered
features. Additionally, the geometric constraints between the features that we will
introduce in short can be used to discard outliers.

Although maybe not completely up to date, there is a good overview on the ex-
isting detectors and descriptors of image features at [Wik14b]. Even classical ap-
proaches for detecting good corners to track [ST94] are still being used in modern
applications, as in [KM09] as part of a mobile (phone) system that simultaneously
performs camera localisation and 3D reconstruction. We will use as features the
centroids (keypoints) of the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) , and we will
match them using the algorithm in the original paper [Low04]. These methods will
be explained into detail in Chapter 3.

2.3 Epipolar Geometry and Fundamental Matrix

Assume that a static non-planar scene is viewed from two different positions with
different camera orientations. The epipolar geometry is the intrinsic projective
geometry between the resulting two images, independently of the scene structure.
The involved geometric elements are: the two camera centres, denoted by C, C ′;
the calibration matrices K, K ′; the matrix of the relative rotation between the
camera frames, denoted by R; and, finally, the relative translation vector, denoted
by t. Next we will introduce the epipolar geometry elements, and then their links
with the camera calibration matrices and the camera motion.

The epipoles e, e′ are the images of the camera centresC ′, C under the comple-
mentary camera. The base line is the line joining the camera centres. Two points
x, x′, one in each image, are called matching points or a correspondence, denoted
by

x↔ x′ ,

if the points x, x′ are the image of a common space point X . An epipolar line is
an image line passing through an epipole.

The fundamental matrix F represents the map assigning a point x in one image
to the epipolar line Fx of possible matching points in the other image (see Fig. 2.2,
left). Such map is in fact a collineation (recall equation (1.9) in Section 1.3.1).
Since the really corresponding point x′ on that image lies on the epipolar line Fx,
any match x = (u, v)T ↔ x′ = (u′, v′)T satisifies a constraint involving linearly
F , called the epipolar constraint:

(F11u+F12v+F13)u′+(F21u+F22v+F23)v′+(F31u+F32v+F33) = 0 . (2.10)
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X

C

x x′
Fx

e e′
C ′ C C ′

F

R, t

Figure 2.2: Left: two cameras with centres C, C ′, the epipoles e, e′, a match
x ↔ x′, and the epipolar line Fx associated to an image point x. Right: The
fundamental matrix contains information about the relative camera motion (2.14).

Although there are 9 coefficients for F in the previous equation, one parameter
can be eliminated by removing the scale factor ambiguity inherent to the equation
of a line (e.g. by taking F33 = 1). Moreover, the image of F is the set of epipolar
lines, all passing through the epipole e′; therefore, the image of the collineation is
not the whole set of lines of the plane, i.e. it has no full rank. Alternatively, this
condition follows from the fact that, since the epipoles are in correspondence, the
collineation is singular at the epipoles (Fe = F T e′ = 0). With little effort, the rank
deficiency can be seen as equivalent to a rank two constraint on the fundamental
matrix F :

detF = 0 . (2.11)

Such additional constraint means that we need only 7 parameters to describe
a fundamental matrix, i.e. F has 7 degrees of freedom. A possible (non-linear)
minimal parameterisation for F consists in taking two rows as independent with
one element being 1 (5 parameters in total), and then using two more parameters to
write the third row as a linear combination of the two independent rows (note that
18 of such parameterisations would be required to describe all possible rank two
3× 3 matrices having an element equal to 1).

As in Section 2.1.1 for camera matrices, it can be observed that the epipolar
constraint (2.10) is a projective map by nature. According to Section 1.3.1, by
taking projective coordinates for the image matches, x = (u : v : 1), x′ = (u′ :
v′ : 1), the epipolar constraint (2.10) reads simply

x′TFx = 0 . (2.12)

In particular, it follows that F T is the fundamental matrix corresponding to the pair
of images considered in reverse order.

As an example, let us deduce the expression of the fundamental matrix for a
pair of cameras P0, P1 as in (2.9). Concisely, imagine that we know the calibration
matrices K, K ′ of the pair of cameras, and the matrix R of relative rotation and
the vector t of relative translation between the camera frames, i.e. we know all the
elements in (2.9). Then, any matching pair x↔ x′ will by definition be the image
of a 3D pointX; using projective coordinates for the image (x, x′ being 3-vectors),
this constraint becomes x ' P0(XT , 1)T , x′ ' P1(XT , 1)T . Then, by replacing
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the cameras P0, P1 with (2.9), we obtain

x ' Kx , x′ ' K ′(RX + t) . (2.13)

Finally, eliminatingX from the previous equations, one can deduce that any match-
ing pair will satisfy the epipolar constraint (2.12) for the following fundamental
matrix:

F '
(
(K ′)−1

)T
[t]×RK

−1 . (2.14)

2.3.1 The (Normalised) Seven-Point Algorithm

In Chapter 4, we will address the computation of a fundamental matrix given non-
minimal sets of matches containing possibly noise and errors. However, we find
convenient to benefit here from the fact that the epipolar constraint has been just in-
troduced to explain into detail the fundamental matrix computation in the minimal
case of 7 matches being given.

Assume as known 7 matches xi = (ui, vi)
T ↔ x′i = (u′i, v

′
i)
T , 1 ≤ i ≤ 7, in a

general position. By considering the vector of unknowns

f = (F11, F12, F13, F21, F22, F23, F31, F32, F33)T , (2.15)

each epipolar equation (2.10) reads:

aTi · f = 0 , being ai =
(
u u′, v u′, u′, u v′, v v′, v′, u, v, 1

)T
. (2.16)

Therefore, if we take A := (a1, . . . , a7)T , i.e. we stack the horizontal arrays aTi by
rows, we can build the following 7× 9 linear system:

A · f = 0 . (2.17)

We can then compute a basis f1, f2 of the null-space of A, and using (2.15) com-
pute the associated matrices F1, F2. Finally, we can impose (2.11) to determine up
to 3 solutions F given by the real values λ solution of

F = λF1 + (1− λ)F2 , such that det(F ) = 0 . (2.18)

Concisely, the equation det (λF1 + (1− λ)F2) = 0 has degree 3 in λ and thus it
can have up to 3 real solutions.

Before applying the method described above, it is convenient to normalise the
image coordinates for xi and x′i using respective transformations T and T ′ that
send all points to a disk of radius

√
2 centred at the origin; in this way, the coef-

ficients of the corresponding f have all the same order and the matrix A is well
conditioned [Har95]. Consequently, a straightforward denormalisation on the ob-
tained solution needs to be performed at the end of the algorithm. The resulting
method for the computation of the fundamental matrix given 7 point matches is
known, and referred to from now on, as the normalised seven-point algorithm.
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2.3.2 Matching Error Evaluation Using the Fundamental Matrix

Given a fundamental matrix F , the epipolar constraint (2.12) can be used to define
different error measures of a potential match x ↔ x′ (recall Figure 2.2). In this
section, we denote x = (x1, x2, 1)T , x′ = (x′1, x

′
2, 1)T . Some of the errors below

are represented in Figure 2.3.

• Algebraic Error, the absolute error in the algebraic evaluation of (2.12):

a = |x′TFx| . (2.19)

• Geometric Error, the geometric distance from x′ to the epipolar line Fx:

g1 =
a√

a2
x′1

+ a2
x′2

=
|x′TFx|√

(Fx)2
1 + (Fx)2

2

, (2.20)

where axi = ∂a/∂xi, and (Fx)i is the i-th coefficient of the line Fx.

• Symmetric Geometric Error, the average of the previous plus the geometric
distance from x to the epipolar line F Tx′:

g2 =
1

2

 a√
a2
x1 + a2

x2

+
a√

a2
x′1

+ a2
x′2

 . (2.21)

• Gold Standard Error, the the distance from the point (x1, x2, x
′
1, x
′
2)T to the

quadric in those variables defined by the epipolar constraint (2.12):

G = min
x̂,x̂′

√
‖x− x̂‖2 + ‖x′ − x̂′‖2 subject to x̂′TFx̂ = 0 . (2.22)

• Sampson Error, the first order approximation to the Gold Standard Error
[TM97]:

S =
a√

a2
x1 + a2

x2 + a2
x′1

+ a2
x′2

. (2.23)

The Gold standard error cannot be computed in closed form: in [HS97] it was
shown that it is equivalent to solving a univariate polynomial equation of degree
6; a fast accurate resolution was first proposed in [Kan96] and later improved in
[KSN08]. The Sampson error [TM97] represents a first order approximation to
the Gold Standard error and can be computed in closed form and as fast as the
geometric error. Given a set of point matches, goodness-of-fit error measures for
a fundamental matrix can be obtained by taking the average and/or Root Mean
Square Error (RMSE) of the single-match measures above, the RMSE being the
(uncorrected) sample standard deviation estimate.
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Figure 2.3: Evaluation of a potential match x ↔ x′ (in blue) given F . The geo-
metric error (2.20) corresponds to the point-line distance from x′ to the epipolar
line Fx. In red, the optimal match x̂ ↔ x̂′ and associated epipolar lines (exactly
passing through the points) corresponding to the Gold standard error (2.22).

2.3.3 A Numerical Example

Further than the theoretical computation of a fundamental matrix performed to
deduce (2.14), we give next a (hopefully clarifying) numerical example of the epi-
polar geometry concepts introduced so far. In order to ease the computations, we
use normalised image coordinates, the pixel values being possibly non-integer or
negative.

Consider the following matrix:

F =

0 0 0

1 0
√

3
0 −1 0

 . (2.24)

It has rank two, i.e. detF = 0, and thus it corresponds to a fundamental matrix.
The coordinates of the epipoles can be computed as the nullspaces of F and F T :

e = (−
√

3 : 0 : 1) , e′ = (1 : 0 : 0) . (2.25)

Note that the epipole e lies inside the image, whereas e′ represents the horizontal
axis direction, rather than an image point. Since all epipolar lines pass through the
epipole, in the second image all epipolar lines will be horizontal.

Consider the pair or image points (0, 1)T and (1, 0)T , i.e.

x = (0 : 1 : 1) , x′ = (1 : 0 : 1) . (2.26)

The corresponding epipolar lines are:

F Tx′ = (0 : −1 : 0) , Fx = (0 :
√

3 : −1) , (2.27)

meaning that the epipolar lines on the left and right image are, respectively:

{(u, v)T : v = 0} , {(u′, v′)T : v′ = 1/
√

3} (2.28)
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See Figure 2.3 for a representation of the epipoles (2.25), the pair of points (2.26),
and their epipolar lines (2.27), all in blue. The optimal exact matches in the sense
of the Gold standard error (2.22), provided by the fast method of [KSN08], are

x̂ = (0.097 : 0.770 : 1) , x̂′ = (1.0 : 0.421 : 1) . (2.29)

See Figure 2.3 for a representation in red of these matches and their (exact) epipolar
lines. The errors (2.19–2.23) from Section 2.3.2 are (using the notations therein):

a = 1.0 , g1 = 0.577 , g2 = 0.789 , G = 0.489 , S = 0.5 . (2.30)

In general, the algebraic error a has no geometric meaning and it should not be
used for evaluation purposes.

2.4 Applications of the Fundamental Matrix

As we explained at the beginning of Chapter 1, the fundamental matrix is a basic
tool in Computer Vision. We conclude this chapter by outlining its main applica-
tions, giving suitable references for the reader interested in further details.

2.4.1 Evaluating the Error in a Set of Matches

Given a set of matches, and a fundamental matrix, we can use the already explained
measures in Section 2.3.2 to evaluate the matching error. See that section and the
references therein for details.

2.4.2 Robust Matching

The error provided by a fundamental matrix can be used to classify an initial set
of matches as inlier (correct) or outlier (wrong). Robust methods perform this
classification without knowledge of the fundamental matrix, which is estimated as
a byproduct of any robust method. In fact, robust matching is the main motivation
of this work, and we are going to devote to it most of chapters 4, 5, and 6.

2.4.3 Object Recognition

Robust matching can be used for object recognition as outlined in Chapter 1. Sup-
pose that we have the image of a query non-planar object, and that we are given a
second image and we are asked to detect the instances of the query object in the
new image. We can perform feature point detection on each image and then get an
initial set of matches by using some intensity-based feature matching algorithm,
which can be further refined with the help of the fundamental matrix geometry.
In case of success in the latter robust matching step, the matches themselves give
the location of the object in the second image. The presence of multiple instances
of an object in an image is addressed by some of the robust methods (that we
will review in this work), and the query against many images is addressed e.g. in
[Low04, AZ12]. We will further explain this application in Chapter 3.
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PROJECTIVE AFFINE ”METRIC”

−→ −→

Figure 2.4: Stratified geometry for two images acquired by a pinhole camera.

2.4.4 3D Reconstruction and/or Camera Motion Estimation

Using a sparse set of matches between images of a static scene acquired by a
moving camera, the scene and the camera motion (position and orientation) can
be reconstructed with different ambiguity levels, depending on the knowledge, a
priori or computed, on the cameras, the motion and the scene [HZ04]. Accord-
ingly, the reconstructions may be called projective, affine, and metric or Euclidean,
which is commonly used for reconstructions with a similarity ambiguity. The re-
covery of the camera motion in video sequences is also called visual odometry or
visual localisation, and its simulataneous estimation with a 3D reconstruction in a
video sequence is also known as SLAM (Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping)
[DRMS07].

A projective reconstruction can be computed from the fundamental matrix
[HZ04], which in turn can be computed given at least 7 general point matches
between two images. The projective reconstruction can be upgraded to affine
(resp. metric) if enough affine (resp. metric) scene, camera motion and/or cam-
era calibration information is available (see Fig. 2.4). Affine information is usually
obtained by detecting sets of parallel directions (image vanishing points). The cam-
era calibration is usually obtained with a calibration from pattern method exploit-
ing known orthogonality relations on such pattern, although there exist alternative
self-calibration approaches, not requiring any scene knowledge, as we explain next.
The explicit computation of the camera motion given both a fundamental matrix
and the camera calibration matrices will be needed in Section 6.5, and consequently
it will be previously explained into detail in Section 6.4.3.

2.4.5 Camera Self-calibration

Camera self-calibration is an ambitious application domain that intends to determ-
ine the camera calibration matrices, the camera motion, and the 3D reconstruction
of a set of point matches, using as input solely the set of point matches. For in-
stance, assuming fixed calibration matrices, three views are sufficient to solve the
problem. See [HZ04] for a general overview on this area.

2.4.6 Dense Matching Via Image Rectification

Certain applications require a dense reconstruction of a scene or object, and thus
a typically sparse set of features produced by SIFT or similar algorithms is not
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enough. In such context, the fundamental matrix (and the calibration matrix if
available) can be used to rectify the images so that the epipolar lines are horizontal
[HZ04], and then the search for a match requires only a 1D exploration inside a dis-
parity range. The website http://vision.middlebury.edu/stereo/
contains a comprehensive enumeration and comparison of two-frame stereo cor-
respondence algorithms.

http://vision.middlebury.edu/stereo/




Chapter 3

Data Computation.
SIFT Detection and Matching

The Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) presented in [Low04] is invariant to
image scale and rotation, and it has been shown to provide quite a robust matching
across a substantial range of affine distortion, change in 3D viewpoint, addition of
noise, and change in illumination. The features exploit classical ideas like corner
detection and localisation refinement [HS88, FG87], and the scale-space theory
as being formulated by Lindeberg in [Lin94, Lin98]. After introducing such ap-
proaches, we present the SIFT feature and the detection and matching algorithms
proposed in [Low04], as well as their performance limitations.

3.1 Harris Corner Detection and Sub-Pixel Refinement

As we explained in Section 2.2, an image corner can be characterised as an image
region with two strong image gradient directions. In fact, a strong gradient direc-
tion in the image intensity is interpreted as an edge, and therefore we are defining
a corner as the intersection of two edges.

Analytically, an edge will consist of points where the modulus of the gradient
of the image (‖∇I‖) is maximum, or, equivalently, the Laplacian of the image
has a zero-crossing. Image corners instead can be characterised by the fact that
there is a high variation in the gradient around the corner location. Therefore, the
second-moment matrix∇I · ∇IT must have two ”strongly” non-zero eigenvalues.

In practice, an image is a discrete two-dimensional signal with some inherent
noise due to the characteristics of the used camera, the scene, and the acquisi-
tion conditions. The image derivatives are computed using some finite difference
approximation, after Gaussian smoothing is applied to the image (the direct estim-
ation being too sensitive to noise). We denote by S the structure tensor, which is
defined at a pixel as the average over a local neighbourhood of the discrete second-
moment matrix

∇I · ∇IT , (3.1)

19
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weighted by an isotropic Gaussian kernel.
The “approximate” rank of the structure tensor S characterises the local geo-

metry of a pixel: the region is respectively uniform, and edge, or a corner, when
the structure tensor is “close to” having rank 0, 1, or 2. If we denote by λ1, λ2

the eigenvalues of S, it turns out that detS = λ1λ2, TrS = λ1 + λ2. Harris and
Stephens [HS88] compute the image corners as the local maxima of the function

detS − k (TrS)2 (3.2)

where k=0.06 is a positive (empirically adjusted) parameter. Such a measure is
rotationally invariant and takes low values on edges or uniform regions. Many
other measures have been proposed in the literature, see e.g. [Sze10].

Corner detection as described is inaccurate due to the use of smoothing (Gaus-
sian) and finite approximation operators. A common practice is to refine the corner
coordinates with sub-pixel accuracy. The Förstner algorithm [FG87] gives a re-
fined location for a corner by computing the optimal intersection (in a least squares
sense) of all tangent lines in a local neighbourhood of the detected corner. More
details can be found in [Wik14a].

Both the computation of the image smoothing and gradient, and the structure
tensor (or any local invariant) require the selection of spatial scale parameters,
which will allow the detection of corners at the chosen scale but will miss other
possible detections. This is the case, for instance, in an image containing both
sharp corners and also rounded corners and diffuse corners. Although multi-scale
operators exist, the introduction of the scale as a third inherent dimension has been
shown to outperform such approaches.

3.2 Scale-Space

Lindeberg [Lin94] states that an internal representation is required to make cer-
tain aspects of the image information content explicit and available to decision
processes. Such representation is formed in the visual front-end and it should be
independent of what can be expected to be in the scene. In particular, a multi-scale
representation is the only reasonable approach. Moreover, it is natural to require
that early visual operations are unaffected by certain primitive transformations,
such as rigid motions of objects, illumination changes, changes in viewpoint or in
object depths, etc.

Following Koenderink [Koe84], the requirements on an internal scale-space
representation are: causality (“any feature at a coarse level of resolution is required
to possess a (not necessarily unique) cause at a finer level of resolution although the
reverse need not be true”), homogeneity and isotropy (i.e. all scale levels and spatial
positions have equal importance). This formulation leads uniquely to the Gaussian
kernel (and its derivatives) for generating the scale-space by convolution with the
image. According to [Lin98], this is in agreement with neuro-physiological studies
of biological evolution that have shown that there are receptive fields in the mam-
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malian retina and visual cortex, whose response profiles can be well modelled by
Gaussian derivatives up to order four.

Explicitly, the scale-space L(x, y, σ) of an input image I(x, y) is obtained by
convolving it with a variable-scale Gaussian G(x, y, σ):

L(x, y, σ) = G(x, y, σ) ∗ I(x, y) , (3.3)

where ∗ is the convolution (a.k.a. linear filtering) operator in (x, y), and

G(x, y) =
1

2πσ2
e−(x2+y2)/2σ2

. (3.4)

The Diference-of-Gaussian function convolved with the image [Low04], also
termed Difference-of-Low-Pass [Lin94], is the difference of two nearby scales sep-
arated by a constant factor k:

D(x, y, σ) = L(x, y, kσ)− L(x, y, σ) . (3.5)

As shown in [Lin94] and reviewed by us in the next section, this function can be
computed efficiently and it provides a close approximation to the scale-normalised
Laplacian-of-Gaussian, σ2∇2G, whenever a constant factor k relates the different
scales. According to [Low04], detailed experimental comparisons performed by
Mikolajczyk [Mik02] found that the extrema of this latter operator produce the
most stable image features compared to a range of other possible image functions,
including the aforementioned Harris corner function.

3.3 SIFT Features

The Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) feature descriptors [Low04] contain
a keypoint with accurate scale-space coordinates, and an orientation parameter.
The SIFT features contain moreover a 4× 4 rotation-invariant descriptor that uses
the histograms of directions (discretised to 8 values) around the keypoint location
(4× 4× 8 = 128 descriptor parameters).

3.3.1 SIFT Keypoints: Localisation

The scale-space (3.3) and the difference-of-Gaussians (3.5) are efficiently com-
puted as follows. The initial image is first incrementally convolved with Gaussians
separated by a constant factor k in scale space. The scale-space octaves (intervals
between two consecutive powers of 2) are sequentially divided into s + 2 inter-
vals per octave for the convolved images and then sub-sampled. In other words, a
Gaussian pyramid [Lin94] is built, in which the image size is successively (expo-
nentially) reduced by a factor of 2; this allows a great reduction in the computa-
tional burden required to process the data. To avoid loosing high-frequency details
when taking the Gaussian images, the original image is doubled in size using linear
interpolation prior to building the pyramid.
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The initial keypoint coordinates are detected as the local extrema in scale-space
of the DoG pyramid. This ensures the scale-invariance of the feature localisation,
and also its rotational invariance since these extrema are at the same time very
close to the extrema of the Laplacian-of-Gaussian. The search for local extrema
is performed efficiently by incrementally comparing each sample D(x, y, σ) with
its 8 + 2 × 9 closest neighbours in the scale-space pyramid of DoG (rarely all
neighbours need to be checked). The frequencies of sampling both in scale and
space (the latter relative to the scale of smoothing) needed to obtain a maximal
extrema detection stability are determined empirically. The highest repeatability is
obtained when sampling 3 scales per octave; although repeatability increases with
the value of σ, a compromise w.r.t. efficiency is adopted by taking σ = 1.6.

The (spatial and scale) initial coordinates of each local extrema of the DoG pyr-
amid are further refined using a quadratic approximation of the functionD(x, y, σ)
evaluated at the initial keypoint (finite difference approximations are used for the
involved terms). The solution is determined by solving a 3 × 3 linear system. A
minimum threshold of 0.3 is imposed on the absolute value ofD evaluated at a can-
didate to extrema to accept it as such (assuming the image intensity in the range
[0,1]).

Positive responses to edges are avoided by applying further a threshold r = 10
on the ratio of principal curvatures. Similarly to the method by Harris (Section 3.1)
the Hessian matrix H is approximated at a candidate to corner, and its trace and
determinant are used to avoid direct computation of its eigenvalues. Concisely, a
candidate is accepted given that the Hessian H = ∇2D at that candidate satisfies

Tr(H)

det(H)
<

(r + 1)2

r
. (3.6)

3.3.2 SIFT Keypoints: Orientation

At the corresponding scale of each keypoint, an orientation is assigned as follows.
First, image gradients are approximated using finite differences, then an histogram
of gradient orientations (with 36 bins for the 360 degrees) is built in a local neigh-
bourhood, where the orientations are weighted by the gradient module and by a
Gaussian with σ equal to 1.5 times the keypoint scale.

The peak in the histogram of orientations is assigned as orientation of the key-
point, and any other local peak within a 80% of the highest peak frequency is used
to create a new keypoint with that orientation. About a 15% of keypoints are re-
ported to have multiple orientations assigned, but these contribute to the stability
of matching.

The peak position is finally refined as the extrema of a parabola fitted to the 3
closest histogram bins. In this way, the angular resolution of the assigned orienta-
tion is smaller than 10 degrees (the resolution of the built-up histogram). In fact,
in an experimental evaluation with 40,000 keypoints, with 10% image noise, the
orientation assignment was accurate on a 95% of the time, and in those cases the
variance of orientation was shown to be less than 4 degrees [Low04].
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3.3.3 SIFT Descriptors

A local image descriptor is associated to a keypoint once its localisation and orient-
ation have been assigned. The descriptor is a vector of 128 elements corresponding
to a 4×4 grid of orientation histograms with 8 bins each. Such histograms are cre-
ated as follows.

First, the keypoint scale is used to compute the orientation and magnitude of
the gradient in a 16 × 16 quadrangular region with the orientation assigned to the
keypoint around the keypoint spatial coordinates. Then, orientation histograms (8
bins each) over 4×4 sample regions are computed, weighting the gradient orienta-
tions by the gradient magnitude weighted with a Gaussian window. By considering
4× 4 sample regions, the descriptor allows for shift in gradient positions: a gradi-
ent sample on the left of a region can shift up to 4 sample positions while still
contributing to the same histogram.

The purpose of using a weighting Gaussian window for the sampled gradients
is to prevent sudden changes in the descriptor relative to small changes in location,
and also to give a smaller weight to distant gradients that are more likely to be
affected by registration errors. Trilinear interpolation is further used to distribute
the value of each gradient sample into adjacent histogram bins. This operation
is performed to avoid boundary effects, in which the descriptor changes abruptly
when a sample shifts within an histogram or orientation.

Finally, two changes are performed on the descriptor to reduce the effects of
illumination change on its performance. First, the descriptor is normalised to have
norm one in order to allow affine changes in illumination (which at most produces
a multiplicative change in gradient). Second, an empirically determined threshold
of 0.2 is applied on the descriptor values, and the vector is then re-normalised. This
intends to make the descriptor more robust against sudden changes in illumination
by giving less preference to the magnitudes of large gradients in favour of the
distribution of orientations.

3.4 SIFT Matching and Limitations

In the original paper [Low04], the SIFT features were used to identify a given query
object or image inside an image database (object recognition). We next present the
matching strategy that was developed accordingly, and outline the method limita-
tions when applied to a pair of images.

3.4.1 Matching Algorithm

Two SIFT features are compared using the Euclidean distance between descriptors
(vectors of 128 components explained in the previous section). However, given
a feature in a query image, the selection of a matching feature in another image
(possibly being part of an image database) is not based on an absolute threshold on
the Euclidean distance between features, since this would make little sense given
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demonstrate their application, we will now give a brief

description of their use for object recognition in the

presence of clutter and occlusion. More details on ap-

plications of these features to recognition are available

in other papers (Lowe, 1999, 2001; Se et al., 2002).

Object recognition is performed by first matching

each keypoint independently to the database of key-

points extracted from training images. Many of these

initial matches will be incorrect due to ambiguous fea-

tures or features that arise from background clutter.

Therefore, clusters of at least 3 features are first identi-

fied that agree on an object and its pose, as these clusters

have amuch higher probability of being correct than in-

dividual feature matches. Then, each cluster is checked

by performing a detailed geometric fit to themodel, and

the result is used to accept or reject the interpretation.

7.1. Keypoint Matching

The best candidate match for each keypoint is found

by identifying its nearest neighbor in the database of

keypoints from training images. The nearest neighbor

is defined as the keypoint with minimum Euclidean

distance for the invariant descriptor vector as was de-

scribed in Section 6.

However, many features from an imagewill not have

any correct match in the training database because they

arise from background clutter or were not detected in

the training images. Therefore, it would be useful to

have a way to discard features that do not have any

good match to the database. A global threshold on dis-

tance to the closest feature does not perform well, as

some descriptors are much more discriminative than

others. A more effective measure is obtained by com-

paring the distance of the closest neighbor to that of the

second-closest neighbor. If there are multiple training

images of the same object, then we define the second-

closest neighbor as being the closest neighbor that is

known to come from a different object than the first,

such as byonly using images known to contain different

objects. This measure performs well because correct

matches need to have the closest neighbor significantly

closer than the closest incorrect match to achieve reli-

able matching. For false matches, there will likely be a

number of other false matches within similar distances

due to the high dimensionality of the feature space.

We can think of the second-closest match as provid-

ing an estimate of the density of false matches within

this portion of the feature space and at the same time

identifying specific instances of feature ambiguity.

Figure 11. The probability that a match is correct can be deter-

mined by taking the ratio of distance from the closest neighbor to the

distance of the second closest. Using a database of 40,000 keypoints,

the solid line shows the PDF of this ratio for correct matches, while

the dotted line is for matches that were incorrect.

Figure 11 shows the value of this measure for real

image data. The probability density functions for cor-

rect and incorrect matches are shown in terms of the

ratio of closest to second-closest neighbors of each key-

point. Matches for which the nearest neighbor was a

correct match have a PDF that is centered at a much

lower ratio than that for incorrect matches. For our ob-

ject recognition implementation, we reject all matches

in which the distance ratio is greater than 0.8, which

eliminates 90% of the false matches while discarding

less than 5% of the correct matches. This figure was

generated by matching images following random scale

and orientation change, a depth rotation of 30 degrees,

and addition of 2% image noise, against a database of

40,000 keypoints.

7.2. Efficient Nearest Neighbor Indexing

No algorithms are known that can identify the exact

nearest neighbors of points in high dimensional spaces

that are any more efficient than exhaustive search.

Our keypoint descriptor has a 128-dimensional feature

vector, and the best algorithms, such as the k-d tree

(Friedman et al., 1977) provide no speedup over ex-

haustive search for more than about 10 dimensional

spaces. Therefore, we have used an approximate algo-

rithm, called the Best-Bin-First (BBF) algorithm (Beis

and Lowe, 1997). This is approximate in the sense that

it returns the closest neighbor with high probability.

Figure 3.1: (Figure 11 in [Low04]) Empirical distributions for inliers (solid line)
and outliers (dotted line). SIFT’s matching threshold 0.8 is a compromise.

the high variability between descriptors. Instead, the ratio of distances between the
closest keypoint and the second closest one is deemed to be more effective.

The ratio criterion is based on the assumption that incorrect matches (outliers)
will have several other matches at similar distances of the given keypoint given the
high dimensionality of the feature space. The discriminative power of that measure
has been validated empirically, and using simulation (Figure 3.1) a threshold value
of 0.8 has been determined to classify matches as correct (ratio closest/next closest
below 0.8) or incorrect (otherwise).

For the object recognition task, a database of SIFT features was built, and
then for the features in the query object an approximate search for the best and
second best neighbours in the SIFT database was used (details in [Low04]). After
a first search for objects having at least three matching features with the query
object, a geometric test was performed to accept or reject the potential recognition.
The exploitation of geometric constraints following a preliminary descriptor-based
matching phase is a common practice and fits in the orientation of this work.

3.4.2 Limitations

The parameter selection in [Low04] is made using a synthetic database of 40,0000
keypoints. For generating such database, 32 real images were subject to controlled
transformations, including rotation, scaling, affine stretch, change in brightness
and contrast, and addition of image noise. Typical situations not modelled by such
database are e.g. changes in viewpoint bigger than 50 degrees, anisotropic image
noise, or repetitive patterns present in image textures.

The synthetic database was used to make initial decisions such as the fre-
quency of sampling in scale (number of scales per octave) and in the spatial domain
(amount of prior smoothing applied to each image level before building the octave),
to select threshold values (used e.g. to reject unstable extrema in scale-space, to
eliminate edge responses, to assign orientations, to tolerate sudden illumination
changes), and many other decisions like the number of histograms, the number of
bins per histogram, and the domain for each histogram.
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A pair of real images not in that database will probably present different prop-
erties (given the high dimensionality of a local patch) and thus the needed paramet-
ers for that pair will probably differ from the original ones. Even worst, some of
the SIFT parameters represent a compromise in some sense, and do not guarantee
an optimal performance even for images in the original database. In conclusion,
when given real images, incorrect matches are to be expected even if modifying
the original SIFT parameters for feature detection and matching.

3.5 A Case of Study (1/2)

The website [Str08] contains image sequences used in the paper [SvV+08] to test
the performance of different methods for multi-view stereo matching given all cam-
era parameters. The provided calibration matrix, distortion parameters, and camera
pose were obtained using “on the ground” precise metric measurements taken at
the time of acquisition; for this reason, we reffer to this calibration as ground truth.

We will use the first 6 images from the sequence called Castle-P19 (fourth on
the site [Str08]), which contain an increasing amount of rotation among them, in
such a way that between the first and the sixth image (see Fig. 3.2) there is a 90
degrees angular distance and little overlap. We consider half-size images, their size
being 1536× 1024 pixels. The ground truth epipolar geometry can be determined
using (2.14) with the provided ground truth calibration, and taking into account the
performed change in image size.

To exemplify the matching process, we first compute the SIFT features setting
all the parameters as in the original paper [Low04]. The number of obtained SIFT
features per image is quite high, as can be seen in the first column of Table 3.1.
We also compute the matches between the first image and any other one, using the
original threshold of 0.8, and also the thresholds 0.6 and 0.9. We will be interested
in the accurate localisation coordinates of the matches, but not in their less accurate
orientation. Therefore, the orientation is used in the matching process but discarded
in the final data. Matches having the same coordinates are taken only once.

In Table 3.1 we provide the obtained number of matches and an approximate
value for the inlier ratio for the considered matching thresholds 0.6, 0.8, and 0.9.
This approximate inlier ratio is computed by taking as inlier any point match with
optimal geometric error (Section 6.4.1), w.r.t. the ground truth fundamental matrix,
below 3 pixels; this value is just a proxy for the inlier ratio (an unclear concept
when dealing with real data) and it is not used for further evaluation.

As one could expect, by increasing the matching threshold the detected number
of matches and the number of inliers increase; at the same time, the number of
outliers increases even more and thus the inlier ratio decreases. It is to see in
the continuation of this example in Section 6.5.2 which of the situations is more
favourable for the estimation of the inlier matches and the fundamental matrix.
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a) Castle-P19 im0 b) Castle-P19 im1

c) Castle-P19 im2 d) Castle-P19 im3

e) Castle-P19 im4 f) Castle-P19 im5

Figure 3.2: Six first images from Strecha’s Castle-P19 sequence [Str08].

Detection Matching (τ = 0.6) Matching (τ = 0.8) Matching (τ = 0.9)
Image #SIFT #Match InRat* #Match InRat* #Match InRat*

im0 5908
im1 6235 1185 0.954 1780 0.833 2570 0.666
im2 7450 780 0.941 1289 0.780 2112 0.581
im3 7033 574 0.951 1025 0.789 1818 0.535
im4 6958 55 0.382 290 0.279 1070 0.147
im5 7355 20 0.350 260 0.188 1055 0.103

Table 3.1: SIFT detection and matching results for the Castle-P19 sequence. For
each image we show the number of detected SIFT features in #SIFT. Then, we
show the matching results for pairs containing the first image (im0), and using
as thresholds τ for matching: the value τ = 0.8 as in the original paper, and
τ = 0.6, 0.9 for comparison. The Inlier Ratio is approximate (see text).



Chapter 4

Fundamental Matrix
Computation.
A Myriad of Methods

We will focus on the accurate computation of the fundamental matrix given a set
of matches between 2D points. Other approaches exist considering matching re-
gions or descriptors instead of points [MOC02, MCUP02, CMO04, PMC06]. For
instance, in [GS08] only 2 SIFT matches are used at expense of precision (see Sec-
tion 4 of the cited paper), since recall that while the SIFT key point localisation is
accurate, the rest of descriptors are assigned through processes consisting in voting
from binned parameter space followed by interpolation.

A thorough introduction to the computation of a fundamental matrix from
(point) matches can be found in [TM97], which we follow to some extent. A
complimentary reference is [HZ04], although it dates back to 10 years ago. This
fact, together with a lack of a complete review in the existing literature, motivates
this chapter.

We will summarise the methods for computing a fundamental matrix from
matching points. We will distinguish between methods designed to work for data
containing only inliers and robust methods, the latter being able to return a list of
inliers (correct matches) and the fundamental matrix. We will review in more de-
tail the class of random sapling methods, that somehow started with the parametric
RANSAC algorithm [FB81]. These methods randomly explore minimal sets of
matches to hypothesise models, and some tolerate low inlier ratios (below 50%).

Recall that, according to Section 2.3, a fundamental matrix F = (Fij), 1 ≤
i, j ≤ 3, has rank two, its determinant being zero (2.11), and it is defined up to
a scale ambiguity. In particular, 7 point matches allow to determine up to three
fundamental matrices using the (normalised) seven-point algorithm, as explained
in Section 2.3.1.

27
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4.1 Methods for Inlier Data

In this section we assume given n inlier matches xi ↔ x′i, with xi ' (ui, vi, 1)T ,
x′i ' (u′i, v

′
i, 1)T . The matches are correct but not exact, and the error distribution

is not known, although its normality is a common assumption.
According to Section 2.3, the estimation of the fundamental matrix using the

given matches can be formulated as follows:

min
F
E
(
F ;
{
xi, x

′
i

})
subject to det(F ) = 0 ,

∑
F 2
ij = 1 , (4.1)

where E (F ; {xi, x′i}) is an error function for the fundamental matrix that uses the
data matches.

The condition det(F ) = 0 is non-convex, meaning that any local gradient
method will possibly fall into a local minimum [BV10]; it can be imposed para-
metrically, in which case the complexity of the cubic constraint disappears, but
the parameterisation cannot be linear [BS04] and therefore it increases in turn the
complexity of the error term making it non-convex. Moreover, more than one para-
meterisations are needed to describe the set of fundamental matrices (recall e.g. the
example in Section 2.3), which usually suffer from artificial singularities [BS04].
The condition

∑
F 2
ij = 1 can be replaced by F33 = 1 or by any other constraint

fixing the scale ambiguity in F .
The most commonly used error functions E in (4.1) are the sum of squared

algebraic errors (2.19),

Ealg
(
F ;
{
xi, x

′
i

})
:=
∑
i

(
x′Ti Fxi

)2
, (4.2)

and the sum of squared geometric (2.20-2.21) or Sampson (2.23) distances; e.g.
for the geometric error (2.20),

Egeom
(
F ;
{
xi, x

′
i

})
=
∑
i

(
x′Ti Fxi

)2
(Fxi)2

1 + (Fxi)2
2

. (4.3)

The algebraic error formulation (4.2) is quite simple and allows closed form
and fast resolution methods that we review below, although the rank two constraint
on F cannot be handled in closed form. In fact, computing the fundamental mat-
rix is a problem similar to fitting a conic (on a plane), for which minimising the
algebraic error was known to be suboptimal and this motivated the use of geomet-
ric (2.20) and Sampson (2.23) error formulations. The problem formulation using
these errors is quite similar, and we will also review the related methods.

4.1.1 Algebraic Error Minimisation

Using the 9-vector f of unknowns defined by (2.15), and stacking by rows the
epipolar constraints as in (2.16), we obtain a linear system like the one we built for
7 points in (2.17), its dimension being now n× 9:

Af = 0 . (4.4)
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Observe that ‖Af‖2 is exactly the sum of squared algebraic errors (4.2), and there-
fore the algebraic formulation of (4.1) can be written as

min
f
‖Af‖2 subject to ‖f‖2 = 1 , det(F ) = 0 , (4.5)

where F is the 3× 3 matrix built from the 9-vector f using (2.15).
Prior to building this system, it is convenient to normalise the image coordin-

ates for xi and x′i using respective transformations T and T ′ that send all points to
a disk of radius

√
2 centred at the origin; in this way, the coefficients in the cor-

responding f have all the same order [Har95]. We assume that this normalisation
has been performed from now on, and we do not redefine the notations since de-
normalising the solution is straightforward. For convenience, we note the Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) of A as follows:

A = UDV T . (4.6)

For n = 7 matches, there is a exact closed form resolution method for (4.5): the
seven-point algorithm explained in Section 2.3.1, which gives up to three solutions
for the fundamental matrix having zero algebraic error. For more than 7 matches,
the computation of a fundamental matrix solving (4.5) can no longer be done in
closed form, except in the unlikely case of the matches being exact (zero error), in
which case the first step in the algorithm next described is sufficient.

The normalised eight-point algorithm [Lon81, Har95, HZ04] is a two-step
method usable for more than 7 matches. First, the rank two constraint in (4.5)
is ignored, and the minimum sum of squared algebraic errors is computed as the
matrix F0 represented by V9, the right-singular vector of A with smallest singular
value. Then, the rank two constraint is imposed by taking the matrix of rank two
closest to F0 in Froebenius norm (by just setting to 0 the smallest singular value of
F0), which can cause the solution to have a big error.

The performance of the normalised eight-point method improves with the sample
size [CMK03], except for 8 matches w.r.t. 7 [Tor95], being considered as accept-
able in [CMK03] for 14 inlier matches. We recently proposed two methods to
deal with low-size datasets in [EM13], which make combine linearly up to 3 right-
singular vectors of A (of smallest singular value) to minimise the algebraic error
while imposing the rank two constraint in (low degree) closed form.

An iterative correction of the normalised eight-point method to impose the
rank two constraint during the optimisation of the algebraic error was proposed
in [Har98]; it was shown to improve the eight-point method, but did not guarantee
to give a global optimum. An optimal solution to the minimisation of the algebraic
error was proposed in [CGVC02] using Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI) combined
with convexification techniques to avoid local minima.

The interest of the algebraic error formulation relies on the fact that the norm-
alised eight-point algorithm (and any closed form variant) provides in short time
an initial solution usable for any other method; the other methods intending to
solve (4.5) have a limited interest and utility, given that the algebraic error is not a
distance measure and therefore other formulations are preferable.
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4.1.2 Geometrically-Based Error Minimisation

Several many iterative strategies have been proposed and compared to solve the
problem (4.1) using the geometric, Sampson, or even the Gold-standard error [LF95,
Tor95, Zha98, BS04, KS08]. However, these local methods depend strongly on the
initialisation and risk of falling into local minima given the high non-convexity of
both the error function and the rank two constraint in (4.1). Two attempts exist to
overcome this drawback.

In [KH05], Semi Definite Programming (SDP) was used to minimise the sum
of squared Sampson distances (the proposed model being valid for the geometric
distances). Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI) relaxations were used to obtain a con-
vex problem, but optimality could not be ensured due to this strategy. A recent
branch-and-contract method was proposed in [ZSO11], which iteratively relaxes
the constraints and contracts the search region before applying branch and bound.
This is up to now the only method that provides a global optimum for the funda-
mental matrix minimising the geometric or Sampson errors.

4.2 Robust methods: Overview

Robust methods take as input a set of matches containing not only noise but also
wrong matches. They provide as output not only a robustly estimated fundamental
matrix, but also a classification of the data as being correct (inlier) or incorrect
(outlier). Being robust against outliers and filtering them out is a must in Computer
Vision when computing the fundamental matrix, since it is a basic tool in many
applications, as we summarised in Section 2.4.

Outliers do not only appear due to the used matching algorithm (e.g. Sec-
tion 3.4.2), but also due to the possibility of not having a global rigid geometry
between the pair of images to explain all those matches. As reported by Torr and
Murray in [TM97]: “. . . outliers typically arise from gross errors such as corres-
pondence mismatches or the inclusion of movement inconsistent with the majority.
The latter might be caused by features being on occluding contours, shadows or
independently moving objects”.

Early work from Torr [Tor95, TM97] gives a taxonomy of the robust methods
for fundamental matrix estimation, and it contains a common simulation frame-
work that allows to make comparisons and extract conclusions (reported below).
Unfortunately, many other methods exists since then, and comparison between
these is rather difficult: first, because the implementation code is rarely available
and therefore, one must rely on the existing publications; second, because the pub-
lished experiments are very different in the way they are performed, the way the
data is obtained or generated, and the way errors are measured. For many meth-
ods, the only available knowledge is the breakdown point (outlier ratio that causes
the method to ”fail”) for a given amount of matches that have been generated or
obtained under certain assumptions or conditions.
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4.2.1 Numerical Methods: M-estimators and Case-Deletion Diagnostics

The class of M-estimators [Hub81] weight the errors using penalty functions (pos-
sibly non-parametric) that try to reduce the effect of noise (and outliers) according
to the assumed distribution (the weights are deduced using a Maximum Likelihood
approach). Some M-estimators allow an iterative closed form solution, given an
estimate of the noise scale [Hub81, ZDFL95]. They are robust to noise but highly
sensitive to initialisation in presence of outliers.

A poor performance with more than 20–25% outliers among 200 matches
(Gaussian inlier noise with σ = 4.0) is shown in [TM97] when estimating the
fundamental matrix using M-estimators initialised with linear least squares. The
M-estimators tested in [TM97] were, among others, the classical ones: Hampel’s
piecewise linear re-descending M-estimate from Huber’s book [Hub81] Section
4.8, another due to Maronna [Mar76], and the bi-weight function of Mosteller
and Tukey [MT77] (not to be confused with Tukey’s biweight). In any case, M-
estimators are not designed to work with more than a 50% of outliers.

The case-deletion algorithms [CW80, TM93] sequentially delete points accord-
ing to an influence measure until the sum of squared residuals lies below a χ2

threshold. In [TM97] the convergence and accuracy of an extension of Cook’s D
in [TM93] is reported to be superior to that of M-estimators and of previous case-
deletion methods, being its drawback the need for a good estimate of the noise
scale; the breakdown point is unclear, although the method is reported to fail for
more than a 45% of outliers in the already explained simulation from [TM97].

4.2.2 The Random Sampling Consensus (RANSAC) Method

Instead of using as much data as possible to obtain an initial solution and then
look for outliers to remove, the RANSAC method [FB81] samples minimal sub-
sets of data (7 matches in the case of the fundamental matrix) to obtain a hypo-
thesis model; the fundamental matrix having the maximum number of matches
with (geometric or Sampson) residual under a user-specified threshold (output in-
liers) is chosen.

The number S of minimal samples drawn is taken to ensure, with some level of
confidence γ, that at least one of the selected minimal subsets is outlier-free. Given
the true inlier ratio ε, the probability of selecting k minimal samples of 7 matches,
each of which is contaminated with at least one outlier, is given by (1 − ε7)k.
Thus, the minimum number of samples that must be drawn in order to ensure that
this probability falls below a 1− γ threshold is

S ≥ log(1− γ)

log(1− ε7)
(4.7)

Since the true inlier ratio ε is a priori unknown, a lower bound on it is used and
updated as the algorithm progresses: the support of the best model found so far.

In the comparative simulation of Torr and Murray in [TM97], RANSAC gives
the best results over M-estimators and case-deletion methods; and RANSAC is
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reported to perform ”well” even when there are 90% outliers. In fact, the work in
[TM97] proposed a combined optimal method that first applied RANSAC and then
M-estimators.

4.3 Random Sampling Methods. The RANSAC Family

Many variants of RANSAC have been developed since the early 80s, some of them
being non-parametric, which we next summarise according to: the used optimisa-
tion criterion, the noise scale estimator (if used), the sampling strategy, and the
hypothesis verification strategy (pre-validation).

4.3.1 Optimisation Criterion

RANSAC intends to maximise the number of matches having residual below a
user-specified threshold (inliers); equivalently, it minimises a function that is 0 for
those matches and is equal to a constant penalty otherwise [TZ00]. Alternative
optimisation criteria have been proposed, e.g:

1. LMedS [Rou84, TM97] searches the least median square error model.

2. MINPRAN [Ste95] minimises the probability of randomness (having selec-
ted as good a model and inliers which are due to purely random data).

3. MLESAC [TZ00] maximises a likelihood which models both inlier and out-
lier errors (as Gaussian and uniform, respectively).

4. pbM [CM02a, CM03] searches the projection direction in the space of (lin-
earised) models maximising the statistical mode of (a non-parametric estim-
ation of) the density of residuals times the bandwidth of this density.

5. ORSA [MS04], explained in Chapter 5, searches for the most unexpected
model w.r.t. a uniform distribution.

6. ASSC [WS04] minimises the ratio (number of inliers) / (noise scale).

7. HBM [HB07] minimises the (differentiable) functional form of the k-th or-
der statistics of the density of squared residuals.

8. MKDE [Wan08] maximises the probability of the residuals at zero.

Some methods perform random sampling while keeping track of not just the
best model found so far, but of all the previous models:

9. The Ensemble Method [ZK06a, ZK06b] computes for each match the kur-
tosis of its histogram of residuals against S = 500 randomly sampled mod-
els. k-means is used on the kurtosis array to classify the matches as in-
lier/outlier.
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10. STARSAC [CM09] selects the inlier threshold (among a given set) with min-
imum variance over K = 30 runs of RANSAC.

11. KF [CWS09] randomly samples S = 5000 models and for each pair of data
points defines a non-parametric Difference of Intersection Kernel (DOIK).
Principal Component Analysis and a merging scheme are used on the matrix
of all pairwise products to remove outliers and detect multiple models.

12. RECON [RF11] looks for K = 3 models with a similar number of inliers
whose squared residuals follow a common χ2 distribution.

4.3.2 Noise Scale Estimator

RANSAC takes as parameter a threshold that applied on the residuals serves to
identify the matches as inlier/outlier. Other methods estimate the standard devi-
ation σ of the inlier (i.i.d. Gaussian) noise or perform a non-parametric estimation
of the inlier distribution:

i. The Median (MED) [RL87] and the Median Absolute Deviation (MAD) scale
estimate [RC93], are used to estimate the noise deviation in LMedS [Rou84,
TM97], MLESAC [TZ00]. A Weighted version of MAD (WMAD) was pro-
posed in [FP08] for the inlier scale, where the residuals are weighted according
to the number of models that support the corresponding match as inlier.

ii. Expectation-Maximisation (EM) [DLR77] was used by Torr and Murray [TM97]
for the estimation of the noise deviation and the inlier ratio, LMedS being used
for initialisation. Gaussian noise was assumed both for inliers and outliers.

iii. Following [WJ95], the MAD estimate is used to select a bandwidth parameter
estimation in pbM [CM02b, CM03] and HBM [HB07].

iv. A two-step scale estimator (TSSE) was developed in ASSC [WS04] for deal-
ing with multiple structures by first segmenting the density of residuals into
peaks and valleys, and then using the MED around each peak. This was
deemed to be slow in AKSWH [WCS12], where an Iterative K-th Ordered
Scale Estimator (IKOSE) was introduced for that problem.

4.3.3 Sampling Strategy

The original RANSAC method samples minimal sets of matches uniformly. Many
sampling strategies use some knowledge on the data, and in some cases an exploit-
ation of the best model found so far is used to sequentially modify the sampling
method. We proceed to enumerate these strategies, citing the corresponding papers
for further reference.

a. Bucketing Sampling [ZDFL95]

b. Importance Sampling (IMPSAC) [GCSR95, TD00, TD03]
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c. Guided Sampling using empirical prior distributions [TM02, TM05]

d. N-Adjacent Points Sample Consensus (NAPSAC) [MTN+02]

e. Locally Optimised RANSAC (LO-RANSAC) [CMK03, CMO04]

f. The inliers of the best model found so far are sampled by ORSA [MS04]

g. PROSAC [CM05] uses the ordering provided by similarity computed on local
descriptors (e.g. SIFT space)

h. Guided Sampling via Weak Motion Models (WMM) [GS05]

i. Guided Sampling via Balanced Exploration and Exploitation Model Search
(BBEM) [GS06]

j. Adaptative guided sampling using ”Hill Climbing” over weighted samples [PF07]
gives preference to the inliers of the best model found so far

k. Adaptative guided Sampling using Ensemble Inlier sets [FP08] and Adaptative
Sample Consensus (AdaSAC) [FP09]

l. GroupSAC [NJD09]

4.3.4 Hypothesis Verification (Pre-validation)

For each minimal sample of matches, RANSAC fits a model and then all the
matches are used to validate this hypothesised model and, if a better model is
found, update the inlier ratio estimation. Interestingly, some methods perform a
pre-validation test that can allow to directly discard the hypothesised model and
importantly speed-up the method.

A. Randomised-RANSAC (R-RANSAC) in its first version [CM02b] proposes to
test if d out of d randomly selected matches are consistent with the hypothesised
model (Td,d test). The optimal value d is theoretically deduced, and in practice
it is recommended to be d = 1.

B. In Preemptive RANSAC [Nis03], a fixed number (M = 500) of minimal mod-
els is evaluated (in parallel) using progressively larger subsets of data (incre-
ments of B = 100), and this evaluation is used to rank the models and pro-
gressively discard part of them using a non-increasing preemption function.

C. The Oriented Epipolar Constraint is used as a pre-validation test in [CWM04]
for each minimal random sample and associated fundamental matrix.

D. The Hyper-geometric Bail-Out test (HG-test) [Cap05] randomly samples a frac-
tion of data when testing a model and computes the associated number of inli-
ers; since this number follows a hyper-geometric distribution, an inference test
is performed to check if the new model is likely to have more inliers.
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E. The Sequential Probability Ratio Test (SPRT) [CM08] is a test based on Wald’s
theory [Wal47] to decide in a minimal average time if the hypothesised model
has been obtained from an all-inlier sample. It estimates iteratively the fraction
of inliers and the probability of false alarm.

F. The Adaptative Real-Time Sample Consensus (ARRSAC) [RFP08] modifies
the Preemptive RANSAC [Nis03] by exploiting the possibility of adaptively
estimating the inlier scale using Wald’s SPRT to adaptively modify the number
of hypotheses used in the preemptive algorithm. It uses a PROSAC-based non-
uniform sampling strategy to facilitate good performance at low inlier ratios,
and also an inner LO-RANSAC loop (with non-minimal subsets of data).





Chapter 5

ORSA: An Outstanding Random
Sampling Method

The Optimised Random Sampling Algorithm (ORSA) [MS04] has several positive
aspects: it is non-parametric, its performance is akin to that of the best methods,
and source code is available. But, why do we claim in the title that it is an ”out-
standing” method?

First, we find in [MMM12b] a favourable comparison of an ORSA-based full
3D reconstruction software with the popular RANSAC-based Bundler [SSS07]. In
addition, it was reported (by the authors of [MMM12b], members of IMAGINE’s
Callisto project, where I worked) to be a core component of the software that in
2011 won the PRoVisG Mars 3D challenge: http://provisg.eu/news/
provisg-mars-3d-challenge/. The task of this challenge was to recon-
struct depth, camera trajectory and 3D map of Mars landscape observed by the
Mars Exploration Rovers (MER). The jury was part of the PRoVisG Project con-
sortium, including the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) NASA operating the MERs.

In this chapter we will first explain the a contrario formulation on which the
ORSA method relies. Then, we detail the ORSA method, and we report on its
performance and limitations as being found in published work [MS04, MMM12b].

5.1 A Contrario Geometric Detection and the Helmholtz
Principle

The Helmholtz principle, a component of the perception Gestalt theory, can be
formulated in two ways [DMM08]. The first way [Att54] states that we do not
perceive any structure in a uniform random image. The second and stronger for-
mulation [Low85] states that an observed strong deviation from the background
model model is relevant information. In other words, the perception of geomet-
ric structures uses an a contrario argumentum: when a structure is not irrelevant
(random noise), it is significant.

An example of a contrario detection based on the Helmholtz principle is given
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Figure 5.1: The same 50-dots ellipse is present in both images. We do not perceive
it on the right image because any other curve in that cloud of points could be
equally important.

in Figure 5.1, where uniform noise has been added to an initially identifiable point-
wise representation of an ellipse. We detect the object on the left image because
it is hardly expectable. On the contrary, we detect nothing on the right image
because we identify it with uniform noise. Note that the inlier ratio is 50% on the
left image (100 points in total), and even so perceptually the detection task seems
straightforward; in contrast, the ellipse points are just a 5% of a total of 1000 points
on the right image.

The a contrario approach was first applied to robustly detect alignments [DMM00],
and since then to many other estimation problems, e.g:

1. A rigid set of matches (consistent with a unique epipolar geometry) [MS04]

2. Modes and gaps of an histogram [DMM08]

3. Vanishing points [DMM08]

4. Multiple motions [RDGM10]

5. Sub-pixel changes [RML10]

6. A set of matches related by an Homography [MMM12a]

7. A rigid set of matches in the calibrated case; Camera Pose [MMM12b]

5.2 Fundamental Matrix Computation using ORSA

The mathematical formulation of the a contrario criterion based on the Helmholtz
principle consists in assuming as null hypothesis that the spatial distribution of
background points on the second image follows a uniform random distribution.
Then, events of low expectancy are considered to be meaningful. The ORSA
method [MS04] looks for the most meaningful event, i.e. the event with minimal
expectation under the null hypothesis of uniform background.
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The ORSA method (see Algorithm 1 for a quick reference) is based on: first,
the use of the RANSAC paradigm, performing several random trials to generate
potential true 7 point matches; second, the use of an a contrario criterion to select
the best set of 7 point matches, i.e. the best fundamental matrix, and the best
associated set of inliers; third, a sampling strategy that adaptively selects the set of
potential matches [MS04].

Consider a set T of 7 point matches and one of the (up to 3) fundamental
matrices F estimated from it using the normalised seven-point algorithm (Sec-
tion 2.3.1). For each of the n point matches, we can estimate the geometric error
(2.20) w.r.t. the selected fundamental matrix F . Applying a threshold τ to this er-
ror will result in a selection of estimated inliers (error smaller than τ ) and outliers
(error larger than τ ). Depending on the value of τ , we will thus select a certain
number k of potential inliers, with 7 < k ≤ n. The a contrario criterion associates
to each of these

(
n−7
k−7

)
possible sets S of k inliers (containing the initial set T ) a

number of false alarms1

NFA(S) = N(k, n) · P (k, τ) , (5.1)

that is the product of two terms: a number of tests N(k, n), which counts all pos-
sible couples (F, S) that can be considered, and an upper bound P (k, τ) of the
probability that the maximal geometric error (2.20) of the k estimated inliers re-
mains below τ .

Assuming a uniform distribution of the image points, the upper bound probab-
ility P (k, τ) in (5.1) can be chosen as

P (k, τ) = (α0τ)k−7 , (5.2)

where α0 is an upper bound for the probability of a random point to have geometric
error 1 (obtained by considering the relative image area of a band of width 2 around
the image diagonal), and τ is the normalised error threshold that selects the k inliers
(in practice, the k-th smallest error).

Once 7 point matches have been used to compute a fundamental matrix, there
remain n − 7 point matches to test, which give 2n−7 possible inlier/outlier clas-
sification subsets. Hopefully, we do not need to test these 2n−7 possible subsets,
but only n − 7 subsets. The reason is simple: for a given cardinal k, the criterion
used (NFA) is an increasing function of the maximum error τ , so the best subset
with cardinal k is simply the one made of the k point matches that have the smal-
lest error. Therefore, by sorting the matches by increasing errors, we can find the
minimum NFA over the 2n−7 possible subsets by looking only at n − 7 subsets,
one for each possible value of k (lines 5–6 in Algorithm 1).

Consequently, the number of tests N(k, n) in (5.1) is

N(k, n) = 3(n− 7)

(
n

k

)(
k

7

)
, (5.3)

1We denote theNFA as a function of the set of inliers S, since from this set we know the number
of inlers k (number of elements in S), and the inlier threshold τ (maximum error for the inliers).
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accounting, for each of the possible number k of inliers to test, for the ways of
sampling that number k of inliers among the n input matches, and having selected
7 among those inliers to compute up to 3 fundamental matrices using the seven-
point algorithm.

The form of (5.1) is typical of a contrario models [DMM08, GM09]: it guaran-
tees that for any ε > 0, the expected number of sets S that pass the testNFA(S) <
ε is, for random data, less than ε. This property is in fact where the NFA function
gets its name from. For sake of completeness, in the next chapter we will give
a proof this claim in a similar context (Proposition 6.3.1). In practice, one often
chooses the value ε = 1, so that only one false alarm is expected, on average, for
random data.

If we have k inliers among n matches, the number of samples to be drawn to
have a probability q of selecting an inlier minimal sample of matches is [MS04]

N = log(1− q)/ log

(
1−

6∏
i=0

k − i
n− i

)
. (5.4)

In practice, ORSA considers that a valid fundamental matrix has been found if
a NFA value below 1 is obtained (line 9 in Algorithm 1). In general, this event
will occur much before the predicted number of iterations (5.4), either because the
sampled subset contains only inliers or because it contains a majority of inliers and
the outliers are close to consistent with the underlying geometry.

Algorithm 1 The ORSA Algorithm [MS04] to Minimise the NFA (5.1)
Require: W the set of n potential matches, N the maximum number of trials

1: U := W ; NFA∗ :=∞; S∗ := ∅; opt := 0; iter := 1; MaxIter := N
2: while iter ≤MaxIter do
3: Randomly sample a set T of 7 point matches from U
4: for all Fundamental matrix F associated to T do
5: Sort the matches by increasing geometric errors
6: S(F ) := set with minimum NFA in {S(k)(F )}7<k≤n,

where S(k)(F ) = first k matches, 7 < k ≤ n
7: if NFA(S(F )) < NFA∗ then
8: NFA∗ := NFA(S(F )); S∗ := S(F )
9: if opt = 0 and (NFA∗ < 1 or iter > 0.9N) then

10: opt := 1; MaxIter := (iter + 0.1N); U := S∗

11: iter := iter + 1
12: return Best inlier set S∗ and associated fundamental matrix F

5.3 ORSA Performance and Limitations

In this section we will just refer to existing results, and later on we will validate as
well ORSA when comparing it to our method using simulation and the real image
example started in Section 3.5.
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Figure 5.2: (Figure 10 in [MS04]). Example image pair containing initially 23
matches, the first 10 (shown in black numbers) were replaced by random matches,
leaving 13 inlier matches (shown in white).

First, we find it interesting to exemplify the adequacy of the NFA function (5.1)
to find out the correct number of inliers. We will use for this purpose an example
from [BS04], in which an initial pair of images with 23 correct matches is replaced
by a set with only 13 inliers and 10 uniformly distributed outliers (see Figure 5.2).
The best NFA value for each possible number of inliers k (from 8 to 23), as shown
in Figure 5.3, presents a strong minimum at the correct number of inliers (k = 13).
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Figure 5.3: (Figure 9 in [MS04]). Best geometric error (proportional to the as-
cending curve) and best NFA (V-shape curve) plotted in log-scale. While the error
curve can hardly be used to detect the number of inliers, ORSA’s a contrario NFA
criterion presents a strong minimum at the correct number k = 13 of inliers.

Secondly, we would like to stress the importance of having a method like
ORSA that performs the selection of an inlier/outlier threshold automatically and
efficiently for each pair of images. Table 5.1 corresponds to a paper by Moulon
etal. [MMM12b]. The table uses image sequences from [SvV+08] (already com-
mented in Section 3.5) and compares the performance of ORSA’s threshold against
the performance of the broadly used RANSAC-based software Bundler [SSS07].
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Table 5.1: (Table 2 in [MMM12b]) Fundamental matrix threshold consequence
over reconstruction: average error (in meters) w.r.t. ground truth (over all views
of the dataset). For Bundler: average baseline error and corresponding rank,
depending on threshold values. Best in bold. X denotes a failed calibration, one
of the views being rejected by Bundler. For AC-SfM: average baseline error and
distribution of the computed threshold values.

Bundler requires as parameter a threshold that is used over all the image pairs
(see Section 4.1 in [SSS07] for details), which is hardly going to be optimal; and
among sequences we find three winning of such thresholds, but it is unlikely to
require an user to tune a threshold for each image sequence or, ideally, for each
image pair. We can see from Table 5.1 that ORSA selected threshods vary signific-
antly among and inside sequences, and that the ORSA results achieve the minimal
error effect on reconstruction in 4 out of 5 image sequences (not being far from the
minimum in the remaining sequence).

Thirdly, we would also like to stress the excellent performance potential of
ORSA in many cases. In the original paper, Moisan and Stival [MS04] perform a
simulation of uniformly distributed outliers on an image pair having initially 10, 30
and 70 (real) inlier matches. As the outlier ratio increases, the empirical probability
of success decreases, but remains high up to a breakdown value that depends on
the data size. For more than 30 inliers, the ORSA performance is good even when
the inliers represent just a 20% of the data; and in some cases more than a 90% of
outliers is allowed, which is a really good result.

Finally, we would like to outline certain limitations of ORSA. It follows from
[MS04] having images with a 15% of inliers or less can be really challenging;
more importantly, performance lacks and even failure cases can be observed when
the data points are far from being uniformly distributed; in particular, when most
of them lie in a small region of the image domain [MS04].



Chapter 6

A New A Contrario Method for
Robust Matching and
Fundamental Matrix Estimation

We propose in this chapter an improvement of the ORSA method that pursues its
same goal: given a set of potential matches between a pair of images, returning
the subset of inlers (correct matches) and the fundamental matrix between the two
images. The assumption taken by ORSA of a uniform distribution over the second
image of the outlier points has an obvious drawback. If the points to be matched
only cover a small part of the image (relative to the image size), their expectation
will be low (with respect to the entire image) and thus they will mostly be taken as
inliers. A local estimation of the point density on the second image, adapted to the
given images, seems more suitable.

We will modify the ORSA method by taking different empirical distributions
for the image points, which will be estimated non-parametrically using kernel
methods with plug-in band-width estimation [SJ91]. Since we are interested in
using the empirical distribution on the image to detect matches between images,
the computed matches cannot be used for the empirical distribution estimation.
Instead, we will only use the points in the second image and model their 2D
distribution using a mixture of Gaussian kernels centred at the data points. The
use of a empirical distribution will allow us to improve the ORSA method in the
case of non-uniformly distributed image points, and, as a byproduct, to improve
ORSA’s performance for data matches with low inlier ratios caused by little over-
lap between the pair of images.

After outlining our proposal (Section 6.1), we detail in Section 6.2 the compu-
tation of the aforementioned empirical distribution of points in the second image.
In Section 6.3 we will justify why the replacement of the uniform probability by an
empirical probability in the NFA formula from ORSA respects the a contrario de-
tection principle. The experimental validation (Section 6.5) will require the intro-
duction of some error measures (Section 6.4). In this validation, we will compare
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to RANSAC and ORSA using simulated images and also real image sequences,
like that introduced in Section 3.5.

6.1 Method Overview

Given a set of candidate matches, we first estimate the 2D density of the image
points in the second image. We model this density as a Gaussian mixture with
covariance matrix being either isotropic (a diagonal matrix with a single parameter
σ) or anisotropic (a symmetric positive definite 2 × 2 matrix H). Then, we pre-
compute the integrated density in any domain delimited by the image frame and a
segment whose endpoints lie on the image frame.

Using a random sampling procedure, for each tested model we apply the a
contrario methodology as in ORSA, but with an empirical NFA (6.5) and easing the
exploration of all subsets of inliers by sorting the matching probabilities (instead
of the matching errors). The computation of such probabilities is fast thanks to the
“line distribution” pre-computation mentioned above.

We summarise our proposal in Algorithm 2. Note that the only differences with
respect to ORSA’s Algorithm 1 are the pre-computation in line 2 (Section 6.2), and
the use of empirical probabilities in line 6 and in the formula (6.5) to compute the
NFA (Section 6.3). In particular, we use the same sampling strategy as in ORSA
(lines 9–10 in Algorithm 1): after a first significant inlier set is found or after 90%
of the total iterations have been made, the procedure is restarted for 10% of the
iterations, with new samples drawn only from the best inlier set found so far.

Algorithm 2 Minimisation of the Empirical NFA (6.5)
Require: W the set of n potential matches, N the maximum number of trials

1: U := W ; NFA∗ :=∞; S∗ := ∅; opt := 0; iter := 1; MaxIter := N
2: Pre-compute the line distribution (Section 6.2) on the right image
3: while iter ≤MaxIter do
4: Randomly sample a set T of 7 point matches from U
5: for all Fundamental matrix F associated to T do
6: Sort the matches by increasing empirical probability
7: S(F ) := set with minimum NFA in {S(k)(F )}7<k≤n,

where S(k)(F ) = first k matches, 7 < k ≤ n
8: if NFA(S(F )) < NFA∗ then
9: NFA∗ := NFA(S(F )); S∗ := S(F )

10: if opt = 0 and (NFA∗ < 1 or iter > 0.9N) then
11: opt := 1; MaxIter := (iter + 0.1N); U := S∗

12: iter := iter + 1
13: return Best inlier set S∗ and associated fundamental matrix F
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= −

Figure 6.1: We compute the probability of an epipolar line band (left) as the differ-
ence of two pre-computed probabilities of regions defined by the band limits.

6.2 Line Distribution Pre-Computation

The method outlined in Section 6.1 involves the repeated computation of the prob-
abilities associated to the residual errors. That is, for each error ε = dist(x′, Fx)
associated to a matching pair (x, x′), we need to integrate the density map on the
line band {z; d(z, Fx) ≤ ε} to obtain the probability

GFx (ε) = Prob {dist(Z,Fx) ≤ ε} , (6.1)

Z being a random variable following an empirical distribution in the second image,
computed as explained below;G is just used as notation here and it will be formally
introduced in Section 6.3.

The probability (6.1) can be computed as the difference of the integrated dens-
ities in two domains delimited by the image frame and one boundary of the band
(see Figure 6.1), i.e. Prob {Z above Fx(+)ε}−Prob {Z above Fx(−)ε}, which
is the reason why we pre-compute these sums. In fact, we first pre-compute the
column-wise and row-wise accumulated densities for every image pixel, and then
use these to pre-compute the line distribution. In practice, we consider only do-
mains delimited by segments whose endpoints have integer coordinates. Thus, any
epipolar line is approximated to the closest line in this set to estimate the associated
probability.

6.2.1 Kernel Density Estimation of the Image Distribution

We need to estimate the density of the points {x′1, . . . , x′n} in the second image
that is used in our algorithm to pre-compute the line distribution and thus in the
calculation of probabilities associated to the errors in matches. We use Kernel
Density Estimation (KDE) for such purpose, meaning that we model this density
as a mixture of two-dimensional kernels K centred at the image points:

f(z) =
1

n|H|
∑

K
(
H−1(z − x′i)

)
. (6.2)

The matrix H is known as bandwidth and it is the smoothing parameter of the
density estimator. We recommend the paper [She04] for a complete description of
KDEs in the 1D case, from which the 2D case is just a generalisation.
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Among the several possible kernel functions K, we chose for simplicity reas-
ons the Gaussian density function. In order to have a fully non-parametric density
estimation, and following the final recommendations from [She04], we decided to
use 2D plug-in methods for the automatic selection of the bandwidth matrix H .
We discarded cross-validation methods due to the possibility of having few data
points.

Plug-in methods search for the estimator with minimum asymptotic mean in-
tegrated squared error (AMISE) by replacing (or plugging-in) an unknown high
order term in its formula by an approximation made by normal reference. We
chose two different parametric forms for the bandwidth matrix:

1. Hiso = h · Id, isotropic bandwidth. In practice, the 1D parameter h is estim-
ated by averaging the 1D plug-in estimations (pilot estimation of derivatives)
[SJ91] on a set of radially equidistributed 2D directions, and then applying a
dimension change factor equal to n1/30.

2. Hani a full 2× 2 symmetric positive definite matrix, anisotropic bandwidth,
which we estimate in practice using a 2D plug-in method.

Instead of implementing the corresponding 1D and 2D plug-in methods, we
used the following R functions1 from the ks (kernel smoothing) package2: bw.SJ()
and Hpi(). The R functions were embedded into C++ using RInside3.

6.3 A Contrario Step

We follow the main a contrario framework of the ORSA method, based on the
minimisation of the number of false alarms NFA in (5.1). However, we need to
adapt this framework to take into account that we now consider a more complex
(that is, non-uniform) a priori distribution for the points in the second image.

Observe that, under the empirical probability distribution, the maximum error
τ of a set S of k potential inliers is no longer significant, since it could happen e.g.
that low errors had high probability if the corresponding epipolar line lied on a very
probable region. Therefore, in order to take into account the empirical distribution,
we instead measure the max probability

δ(S) = max
(x,x′)∈S

GFx
(
dist(x′, Fx)

)
, (6.3)

where for any line D of the second image, GD(τ) represents the probability that a
point Z drawn according to the empirical distribution of Section 6.2 falls below a
distance τ from D, that is,

GD(τ) = Prob {dist(Z,D) ≤ τ} . (6.4)

1http://www.r-project.org/
2http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/ks/
3http://dirk.eddelbuettel.com/code/rinside.html

http://www.r-project.org/
http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/ks/
http://dirk.eddelbuettel.com/code/rinside.html
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For any set S of k matches, we replace the formula (5.1) of ORSA by

NFA(S) = N(k, n) ·Q(k, δ(S)) with Q(k, δ) = δk−7. (6.5)

The following result states that with the given definition, the NFA property (control
of the number of false alarms in case of random matches) is preserved.

Proposition 6.3.1. The expected number of sets of matches S having NFA(S)
below a threshold ε is smaller than the threshold value:

E (# {S : NFA(S) ≤ ε}) ≤ ε . (6.6)

Proof. Given that we have n initial matches, and that a minimal sample of 7
matches gives rise to either 1 or 3 fundamental matrices, for each number k between
8 and n, there are 3

(
n
k

)(
k
7

)
possible ways of obtaining a set Sk of k matches. There-

fore, by the additivity of the E operator, the expectation (6.6) can be decomposed
as a sum of expectations as follows:

E (# {S : NFA(S) ≤ ε}) = E

 ∑
Possible Sk

1{Sk:NFA(Sk)≤ε}


=

n∑
k=8

3

(
n

k

)(
k

7

)
Prob {NFA(Sk) ≤ ε}

=
n∑
k=8

3

(
n

k

)(
k

7

)
Prob {N(k, n) ·Q(k, δ(Sk)) ≤ ε}

=

n∑
k=8

N(k, n)

n− 7
Prob

{
Q(k, δ(Sk)) ≤

ε

N(k, n)

}
,

(6.7)

where in the last step we used the definition of the number of testsN(k, n) in (5.3).
Now, for any random variableX , its cumulative distribution functionDX(t) =

Prob {X ≤ t} satisfies Prob {DX(t) ≤ t} ≤ t. Therefore, for any line Fx, using
the random variable X = dist(Z,Fx) and by definition (6.4), we have:

Prob {GFx (dist(Z,Fx)) ≤ t} ≤ t . (6.8)

Next, by the definition of δ(Sk) in (6.3), and assuming that the data points {x′i}i
on the second image are realisations of n independent and identically distributed
random variables following the empirical law of Z, it holds

Prob
{
δ(Sk)

k−7 ≤ τ
}
≤ Prob

{
δ(Sk) ≤ τ1/(k−7)

}
≤

∏
(x,x′)∈Sk

Prob
{
GFx (dist(Z,Fx)) ≤ τ1/(k−7)

}
≤ τ ,

(6.9)
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where in the last step we have used (6.8) and that any of the considered fundamental
matrices F has at least 7 exact matches (x, x′), for which dist(x′, Fx) = 0; there-
fore, for only k − 7 matches inside a given set Sk the probabilities in the product
(6.9) can be strictly smaller than one.

Therefore, by the definition of Q(k, δ(S)) in (6.5), we can continue (6.7) to
conclude the proof as follows:

E (# {S : NFA(S) ≤ ε}) ≤
n∑
k=8

N(k, n)

n− 7

ε

N(k, n)
(6.10)

=
ε

n− 7

n∑
k=8

1 (6.11)

= ε . (6.12)

6.4 Error Measures

6.4.1 Optimal Geometric Error

In order to evaluate a given fundamental matrixF and a set of nmatches (xi, x
′
i)1≤i≤n,

we use the implementation of Kanatani [KSN08] to compute the optimal matches
for the given data, i.e. the matches minimising the Gold standard error (2.22). We
use as goodness of fit measure the RMSE of the one-side errors, ‖x− x̂‖ in (2.22),
associated to these optimal matches, which we call optimal geometric error.

The optimal geometric error takes into account that correct (exact) matches
should satisfy the epipolar constraint (2.10). It is prefereble over the geometric
error for this reason; however, its use in the estimation algorithms would be too
expensive, and we use it only for validation purposes. Moreover, the Sampson or
Gold standard errors are measures in R4, which units are unclear. We prefer the
one-side distance measure provided by the optimal geometric error (its units being
pixels). We would consider as equally valid a symmetric measure averaging ours
with the equivalent measure obtained by taking the images in reverse order.

6.4.2 Comparing a Fundamental Matrix with Ground Truth

Given a ground truth fundamental matrix F0, we generate a set of 500 matches
exact under F0, their coordinates on each image being either uniformly distributed
or following a local distribution around the ground truth inliers. Then, we evaluate
a new fundamental matrix F by computing the RMSE error (in pixels) of these
matches under F .

The generation of uniformly distributed matches is done following [Zha98],
where this procedure was already used. We denote by Err1 the evaluation of the
RMSE optimal geometric error (in pixels) on those “global” matches. While this
measure can serve as an indicator of the power of the computed fundamental matrix
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to represent the epipolar geometry between the two images, it is also important to
evaluate the power of the fundamental matrix to constrain potential new matches to
be used with 3D reconstruction purposes, which are likely to be close to the input
data matches. For this reason, we next introduce a new error measure, which will
be evaluated in Section 6.5.

In order to generate matches according to estimated densities, we first gener-
ated random features on the left image from a mixture of Gaussian kernels, using
the R function rmvnorm.mixt(). Then, for each of these features, we used the
ground truth calibration to obtain an epipolar line on the right image. We took 10
equidistributed points on each line and used the density of the second image on
those points (re-weighted to sum 1) to generate a point on the line, giving in most
cases an inlier match (i.e. the second point was inside the image domain). We
denote by Err2 the evaluation of the RMSE optimal geometric error (in pixels) on
these ”local” matches.

6.4.3 Comparing a Relative Camera Motion with Ground Truth

The known ground truth camera internal and external camera parameters from the
sequences used for validation in Section 6.5 correspond to a reconstruction of the
form

P0 = K0R
T
o (Id,−C0) , P1 = K1R

T
1 (Id,−C1) . (6.13)

This expression slightly differs from (2.9), since it corresponds to having a world
reference not coinciding with the first camera coordinate frame, and it decouples
the relative translations as a product of the inverse camera rotation and (minus) the
camera centre coordinates.

Given a fundamental matrix F , we can compute the so-called essential matrix
using the ground truth calibration matrices K0,K1 as

E = KT
1 FK0 , (6.14)

which by (2.14) is proportional to [t]×R:

E ' [t]×R . (6.15)

From the latter expression, it is possible to obtain the relative camera motion R,
t associated to the fundamental matrix F [HZ04]. We evaluate the error in the
estimation of the camera motion with the help of the best similarity H taking the
ground truth reconstruction to the following one (2.9):

Q0 = K0(Id, 0) , Q1 = K1(R, t) . (6.16)

Two measures are proposed:

1. Rotational error (in degrees). The distance between RT0 and RTRT1 , i.e. the
rotation angle (in degrees) of RTRT1 R0;

2. Translational error (in %). The absolute error between the similarity-corrected
camera centres and the ground truth ones, divided by the absolute distance
between the ground truth camera centres, and multiplied by 100.
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6.5 Evaluation

6.5.1 Simulation

The proposed methods (Hiso, Hani) can compare favourably to ORSA in the case
where the image matches are concentrated in a small part of the image and, of
course, there exist no matches compatible with false epipolar geometries. In order
to exemplify this assumption, we used images typical from a 3D model acquisition
sequence (Figure 6.2). In such applications, many images of an object are acquired
from different locations with the purpose of obtain enough information to end-up
building a complete 3D model of the object. This results in a set of input images
having deliberately the object of interest quite centred and isolated, with little or
inexistent background elements.

Figure 6.2: Example simulation input datasets with inlier ratios 0.75 (top) and 0.25
(bottom). We show the two images with the data matches (green for inlier and red
for outlier), and the estimated density (green scale). Ground truth calibration is
available at http://roboimagedata.imm.dtu.dk.

We used images with ground truth calibration available and took 100 matches
with ground truth geometric error smaller than 1 pixel; then, we estimated their
density (as explained in Section 6.2), and, finally, generated outlier matches by
sampling points from that density (using the R function rmvnorm.mixt()). No con-
trol was performed on the resulting set of outliers, being a few of them possibly
compatible with the epipolar geometry of the image pair; therefore, the specified
inlier ratio of the input dataset is approximate and concisely it represents a (close)
lower bound for that ratio. We tested the following inlier ratios: 75%, 25%, 15%
and 10%; in all cases, the approximate number of inliers was 100, and the final
dataset size was inversely proportional to the inlier ratio (sample input datasets are
shown in Figure 6.2).

For each inlier ratio we simulated a dataset as described above, and using it we
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ran each tested method 200 times. For the extreme inlier ratio 0.10, our proposed
methods did not always manage to find a solution, i.e. a subset of inliers and a
fundamental matrix having NFA < 1, where the NFA is defined by (6.5). Hiso
succeeded 108/200 times, and Hani 123/200; the ORSA method always returned
a solution as valid, which in most cases turned out to be wrong. In some of the
successful cases, the obtained fundamental matrices were not compatible with the
ground truth internal calibration matrices and thus the camera motion could not be
extracted. This happened 57/200 times for ORSA with 0.15 inlier ratio, and for
the 0.10 inlier ratio it happened 42/200 times for ORSA and only 2/123 times for
Hani. In conclusion, the proposed methods practically always returned a consistent
solution in case of success.

We show the average performance and evaluation results, taken over the suc-
cessful runs, in Table 6.1). All three methods perform similarly for 0.75 and 0.25
inlier ratios, ORSA giving the best average results. However, for smaller inlier
ratios under the considered configurations ORSA accepts as inlier a big set of out-
liers. Instead, the two proposed methods improve ORSA’s performance, mainly
due to the localisation of matches in a small image region. A slightly better per-
formance of Hiso can be explained by the fact that the data was simulated using
isotropic kernels.

Rat Met #it Thr #in RMSE Err1 Err2 Rerr Terr

0.75 ORSA 1001.03 0.55 94.24 0.11 2.35 0.83 2.48 1.31
Hiso 1001.25 0.84 98.67 0.19 2.33 0.84 2.86 1.53
Hani 1001.41 0.56 98.95 0.20 3.75 1.34 3.81 1.49

0.25 ORSA 1001.05 0.54 93.94 0.11 2.19 0.79 2.53 1.26
Hiso 1101.48 0.54 103.53 0.28 3.48 1.13 4.20 1.57
Hani 1115.51 0.59 102.99 0.21 3.56 1.59 4.44 1.76

0.15 ORSA 1001.88 40.92 533.77 11.98 36.06 14.40 36.79 16.16
Hiso 3578.09 0.51 108.94 0.46 2.99 1.01 3.59 2.00
Hani 4896.33 0.46 103.80 0.66 5.02 1.83 5.50 1.97

0.10 ORSA 1001.54 36.87 763.74 11.18 37.10 15.42 125.99 14.22
Hiso 9166.88 1.57 92.98 1.08 8.13 4.12 13.95 5.70
Hani 9308.27 1.08 101.16 1.35 9.61 4.91 15.71 5.14

Table 6.1: Average results over 200 runs with S = 10000 maximal trials each per
tested method: ORSA, Hiso and Hani. For the different inlier ratios (Rat), we show
the (average) number of iterations (#it), chosen threshold (Thr), RMSE optimal
geometric error of the found inliers (Section 6.4.1), the evaluation errors Err1,
Err2 (in pixels, Section 6.4.2), and the relative motion errors Rerr (in degrees),
and Terr (in %), explained in Section 6.4.3.

We can also observe in Table 6.1) that the four evaluation measures explained
in Section 6.4 performed similarly for this simulation. The “global error”Err1 was
logically always bigger than the “local error” Err2, indicating that the estimated
fundamental matrix describes better the epipolar geometry for matches in the local
domain of the data matches. Nonetheless, both measures give equivalent results
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Figure 6.3: Pairs (0,1) on top and (0,4) on bottom of the used Strecha’s Castle-P19
sequence. For visualisation purposes, the data matches were classified as inliers
(green) and outliers (red) using an arbitrary threshold of 3 pixels on ground truth
errors.

when used to compare the different methods.

6.5.2 Real Image Experiments

A Case of Study (2/2)

We continue the example with real images having ground truth calibration avail-
able that we started in Section 3.5. The used Castle-P19 images were shown in
Figure 3.2, and quantitative results of the SIFT detection and matching were given
in Table 3.1. Recall that the rough estimation of the inlier ratio in that table was ob-
tained by taking as inlier any match having error below 3 pixels. Recall as well that
by increasing the SIFT matching threshold the detected number of matches and the
number of inliers increased, whereas the inlier ratio decreased. In Figure 6.3 we
show the matching results with matching threshold τ = 0.9. Note that the image
pairs are very different in terms of inlier ratios and feature distribution.

We compare our proposals against ORSA (as in the previous simulation) and
the broadly used RANSAC, using as input inlier/outlier threshold for RANSAC
three different arbitrary values of 1, 2, and 3 pixels. RANSAC was modified with
the same sampling strategy as in ORSA (lines 9–10 in Algorithm 1), so that the
number of iterations was comparable. Note that the output thresholds are hardly
comparable in terms of fundamental matrix computation (although not in terms of
inlier/outlier match classification once given a fundamental matrix). This is due to
the different optimisation criteria adopted by each method: while RANSAC tries
to optimise the number of inliers, ORSA tries to optimise the NFA in (5.1), and our
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proposals optimise the NFA version using an empirical probability in (6.5).
In order to reduce the effect of random sampling, average results over 200 runs

were computed for each method. We show the main output given by the considered
methods in columns 3 to 6 in Table 6.2, top for data matches obtained with SIFT
matching threshold τ = 0.6, and bottom for data matches obtained using τ = 0.9
as threshold for matching SIFT descriptors. It can be observed that ORSA tends
to be the method returning the smallest inlier threshold and less inliers, having the
smallest RMSE fitting error.

Evaluation errors (see Section 6.4) are shown in the last 4 columns of Table 6.2.
Pair (0,5) is not reasonably solved on average by any of the methods, although
occasionally all methods found a good solution. We highlight in bold the best
results among the three non-parametric methods (ORSA, Hiso, Hani) excluding
RANSAC, but at the same time we keep the RANSAC output in the table for the
reader to see the sometimes dramatic effect of an arbitrary fixed parameter selec-
tion.

A first remark on the evaluation results is that these were better on average for
input data matches obtained using the SIFT matching threshold τ = 0.9 instead of
τ = 0.6, despite the fact that the inlier ratio is lower for the matching threshold τ =
0.9. This holds true for any of the considered methods, and it is in contrast with
the assumption made by conservative applications that a low matching threshold
equal to 0.6 provides better data. We have shown the comparison against the far-
from-conservative matching threshold equal to 0.9, so as to reject such assumption
with no possible doubt. Nonetheless, the use of a matching threshold of 0.8, as
in the original paper [Low04], would be more conventional and for the considered
images it gave similar results.

ORSA gave better average results than our proposals for medium-to-high inlier
ratios, depending on the feature distribution. In fact, the results were worst for
ORSA than in the previous simulation in terms of performance for low inlier ratios.
Concisely, ORSA was strictly better than our proposals only for the pair (0, 1),
and performed equally well as our proposals for pair (0, 2) when using the SIFT
matching threshold τ = 0.9. For the remaining pairs, our proposals were clearly
better. ORSA gave particularly bad results for pair (0, 4), for which our proposal
Hani is able to determine a valid solution when using the SIFT matching threshold
τ = 0.9 (the approximate estimate of the inlier ratio for that pair is equal to 0.15).

Further Real Image Pairs

We tested as well the 8 images from the sequence called Herz-Jesu-P8 (second on
the site [Str08]), which, similarly to the Castle-P19 sequence, contain an increasing
amount of rotation among them (see Figure 6.4). In contrast with that sequence,
now all images correspond to the same facade of a building, and there is at least a
50% overlap between any image and the first one. We considered half-size images,
their size being 1536 × 1024 pixels. The ground truth epipolar geometry can be
determined as done for the Castle-P19 sequence.
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Castle-P19 Method #it Thr #in RMSE Err1 Err2 Rerr Terr

Pair (0,1) RANSAC 1001.0 1.00 1071.35 0.13 1.68 0.52 0.16 0.43
τSIFT = 0.6 1001.0 2.00 1109.43 0.20 2.07 0.72 0.27 0.54
1185 matches 1001.0 3.00 1119.77 0.26 3.91 1.28 0.33 1.03
Rat* = 0.95 ORSA 1001.0 0.58 1026.43 0.10 1.50 0.49 0.15 0.41

Hiso 1001.0 12.99 1101.16 4.02 5.14 1.28 0.40 1.76
Hani 1001.0 3.78 1102.47 1.30 4.37 1.00 0.35 1.39

Pair (0,2) RANSAC 1001.0 1.00 683.27 0.14 22.28 3.44 2.72 10.32
τSIFT = 0.6 1001.0 2.00 718.34 0.19 7.37 1.06 0.94 4.03
780 matches 1001.0 3.00 728.31 0.24 4.54 0.80 0.69 2.49
Rat* = 0.94 ORSA 1001.0 0.64 652.24 0.11 38.08 6.19 4.40 14.68

Hiso 1001.0 27.80 719.35 12.07 12.43 1.48 1.18 7.21
Hani 1001.0 16.76 715.27 5.49 13.46 1.72 1.47 8.14

Pair (0,3) RANSAC 1001.0 1.00 501.40 0.16 90.71 19.74 15.21 31.17
τSIFT = 0.6 1001.0 2.00 528.56 0.22 31.69 3.70 5.80 16.12
574 matches 1001.0 3.00 947.54 0.27 24.05 2.27 3.94 14.17
Rat* = 0.95 ORSA 1001.0 0.73 487.63 0.13 126.99 34.65 19.71 38.06

Hiso 1001.0 22.47 533.90 11.13 54.58 7.13 5.51 27.56
Hani 1001.0 12.44 528.25 1.68 62.88 8.33 7.07 29.91

Pair (0,4) RANSAC 10000.0 1.00 21.87 0.35 85.59 10.81 34.49 48.54
τSIFT = 0.6 10000.0 2.00 28.07 0.56 84.58 10.23 33.84 48.82
55 matches 10000.0 3.00 31.93 0.66 95.35 10.89 24.29 53.50
Rat* = 0.38 ORSA 1001.8 0.38 11.62 0.09 206.11 86.75 112.99 46.83

Hiso 1003.4 4.68 36.41 1.31 95.12 11.04 24.56 53.40
Hani 1003.9 4.90 36.69 1.34 86.85 11.28 23.71 53.98

Pair (0,1) RANSAC 1001.6 1.00 1550.13 0.14 1.06 0.46 0.14 0.26
τSIFT = 0.9 1001.3 2.00 1628.81 0.23 2.29 0.96 0.26 0.58
2570 matches 1001.3 3.00 1659.90 0.36 5.61 2.35 0.35 1.32
Rat* = 0.66 ORSA 1001.1 0.70 1493.42 0.12 0.97 0.39 0.11 0.25

Hiso 1001.1 1.20 1588.92 0.62 1.45 0.50 0.20 0.44
Hani 1001.1 1.37 1585.06 0.59 1.64 0.59 0.21 0.49

Pair (0,2) RANSAC 1002.3 1.00 1099.76 0.16 1.93 0.54 0.27 1.04
τSIFT = 0.9 1001.8 2.00 1169.30 0.24 1.91 0.57 0.32 0.92
2112 matches 1001.6 3.00 1194.65 0.31 1.90 0.55 0.38 0.95
Rat* = 0.58 ORSA 1001.1 0.77 1067.75 0.14 1.80 0.48 0.26 0.96

Hiso 1001.2 0.99 1122.86 1.24 1.89 0.45 0.35 0.98
Hani 1001.3 0.94 1115.74 1.16 1.65 0.45 0.33 1.00

Pair (0,3) RANSAC 1002.8 1.00 810.10 0.18 15.34 2.34 2.68 9.30
τSIFT = 0.9 1001.9 2.00 918.29 0.27 3.05 0.59 0.59 2.15
1818 matches 1001.7 3.00 947.54 0.35 3.41 0.68 0.64 2.48
Rat* = 0.53 ORSA 1001.2 1.07 833.39 0.19 13.22 2.55 2.36 7.44

Hiso 1001.4 18.52 923.50 1.28 3.05 0.52 0.61 2.51
Hani 1001.4 1.77 918.85 1.01 3.47 0.51 0.62 2.97

Pair (0,4) RANSAC 9984.2 1.00 62.15 21.12 39.38 10.18 6.13 18.60
τSIFT = 0.9 9716.8 2.00 132.41 1.84 11.57 2.49 1.80 6.54
1070 matches 7962.1 3.00 146.35 0.52 15.60 3.77 2.68 7.97
Rat* = 0.15 ORSA 1028.7 0.16 26.14 0.03 127.53 92.11 115.76 37.69

Hiso 1086.0 8.35 172.69 8.61 25.09 9.58 17.90 11.15
Hani 1100.4 6.91 144.67 8.36 13.63 3.63 3.50 4.83

Pair (0,5) RANSAC 10000.0 1.00 45.26 31.67 104.97 101.47 93.21 44.33
τSIFT = 0.9 10000.0 2.00 58.54 31.23 100.78 97.75 94.34 41.66
1055 matches 10000.0 3.00 67.31 29.68 100.33 77.98 86.98 43.35
Rat* = 0.10 ORSA 1030.3 0.01 15.50 0.00 137.34 126.96 128.27 41.89

Hiso 1134.1 43.37 91.33 2.23 187.73 225.49 133.83 63.37
Hani 1589.3 13.62 125.43 3.43 110.73 113.46 93.45 41.14

Table 6.2: Average results on Strecha’s Castle-P19 data over 200 runs with S =
10000 maximal trials each per tested method; Rat* being the inlier ratio rough
estimation from Section 3.5, and the rest of columns as in the caption of Table 6.1.
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We show in Table 6.3 the average of each method results and evaluation errors
over 200 runs for the three already considered non-parametric methods: ORSA,
and our proposals Hiso and Hani. This time we consider the matches obtained by
using as SIFT matching threshold the original value 0.8 (as in [Low04]) and the
already used far-from-conservative value 0.9.

The input data matches had a increasingly lower inlier ratio for the sequence of
image pairs, which is consequence of the increasing angle of relative rotation of the
images being in acquisition order as considered. We can also observe that, for any
given pair, the inlier ratio is reduced drastically when changing the SIFT matching
threshold from 0.8 to 0.9. Even if the number of inliers increases when performing
such change, for pairs (0, 5) onwards it represents having a much worst inlier ratio,
with roughly estimated values below 15%. Consequently, the performance of the
considered methods was better for those pairs when using the original matching
threshold 0.8. In contrast, the performance of our methods for matching thresholds
0.8 and 0.9 is quite similar when applied on the initial image pairs from (0, 1) up
to (0, 4).

We also tried using the conservative value 0.6 for the SIFT matching threshold
with pairs (0, 5) onwards, given that we obtained higher errors for these pairs
with respect to the previous ones. Although ORSA improved its performance for
pairs (0, 5) and (0, 6) with respect to datasets obtained using the higher matching
thresholds, the results (not reported here) were still much worse than those given
by our proposed methods with matching threshold 0.8. For pair (0, 7), the ob-
tained dataset did just contain 10 matches, with only 5 inlier ones (with respect to
the available ground truth ), being insufficient for a geometric refinement process
using the fundamental matrix.

Concerning the overall comparison among the three non-parametric methods,
again our proposals performed better for low inlier ratios (below 50%). Concisely,
the ORSA errors are significantly improved by our methods for the particularly
challenging pairs (0, 5) onwards. However, the obtained errors for pair (0, 7) are
too bad for the relative translation estimation (relative errors above 70%) to be
considered as acceptable, the difficulty in this pair being due to the high angle of
relative rotation between images 0 and 7 (recall Figure 6.4).
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Herz-Jesu-P8 Method #it Thr #in RMSE Err1 Err2 Rerr Terr

Pair (0,1) ORSA 1001.0 0.88 1399.20 0.13 0.71 0.80 0.06 0.02
1644 matches Hiso 1001.0 1.06 1439.14 0.16 0.99 1.04 0.07 0.03
Rat* = 0.92 Hani 1001.0 1.00 1436.24 0.17 0.87 1.10 0.07 0.03
Pair (0,2) ORSA 1001.0 1.17 581.88 0.20 0.65 0.59 0.14 0.26
748 matches Hiso 1001.0 1.49 593.29 0.30 0.79 0.65 0.22 0.41
Rat* = 0.84 Hani 1001.0 3.75 590.37 0.76 0.80 0.66 0.19 0.39
Pair (0,3) ORSA 1001.2 1.56 345.89 0.27 0.67 0.53 0.24 0.45
501 matches Hiso 1001.1 1.74 351.06 0.34 1.01 0.78 0.36 0.77
Rat* = 0.74 Hani 1001.1 2.15 354.22 0.45 1.13 0.91 0.43 0.94
Pair (0,4) ORSA 1002.3 1.60 150.61 0.29 2.60 2.24 1.55 1.77
307 matches Hiso 1002.0 2.31 158.01 0.43 1.56 0.84 0.75 1.64
Rat* = 0.56 Hani 1002.0 2.05 155.54 0.54 1.42 0.88 0.64 1.41
Pair (0,5) ORSA 1010.0 0.52 29.25 0.11 103.02 86.61 98.25 70.76
212 matches Hiso 1013.9 2.68 70.22 0.56 19.01 14.60 14.70 17.33
Rat* = 0.35 Hani 1014.9 2.78 71.62 0.62 14.07 9.80 12.29 16.14
Pair (0,6) ORSA 1030.9 0.08 12.57 0.02 121.32 98.47 117.75 101.62
186 matches Hiso 1309.2 14.15 44.91 6.67 9.96 3.88 4.90 23.44
Rat* = 0.21 Hani 1286.2 18.19 46.29 11.22 9.22 3.19 3.69 19.01
Pair (0,7) ORSA 1066.6 0.86 13.27 0.22 140.95 109.13 118.74 117.36
166 matches Hiso 1247.9 23.25 54.13 8.23 28.20 12.96 3.91 76.30
Rat* = 0.21 Hani 1251.8 60.44 57.12 16.07 30.40 12.68 3.21 76.07
Pair (0,1) ORSA 1001.2 0.85 1481.25 0.14 0.67 0.76 0.06 0.02
2350 matches Hiso 1001.2 0.99 1524.48 0.17 0.84 0.95 0.07 0.03
Rat* = 0.70 Hani 1001.2 1.02 1524.29 0.17 0.84 1.03 0.07 0.03
Pair (0,2) ORSA 1002.1 1.13 730.29 0.20 0.72 0.58 0.16 0.33
1609 matches Hiso 1001.7 1.18 744.20 0.31 0.79 0.65 0.17 0.38
Rat* = 0.51 Hani 1001.7 2.35 744.70 0.40 0.85 0.72 0.17 0.41
Pair (0,3) ORSA 1005.1 1.35 481.32 0.25 1.21 0.97 0.40 0.50
1409 matches Hiso 1003.3 1.58 495.07 0.29 0.71 0.56 0.30 0.52
Rat* = 0.40 Hani 1003.5 1.66 500.98 0.31 0.76 0.55 0.29 0.54
Pair (0,4) ORSA 1033.0 1.06 196.29 0.21 27.71 22.09 22.87 11.80
1130 matches Hiso 1019.8 1.53 244.66 0.30 0.72 0.48 0.33 0.70
Rat* = 0.40 Hani 1019.8 9.59 255.25 3.03 0.69 0.48 0.31 0.63
Pair (0,5) ORSA 1078.4 0.01 21.49 0.00 145.92 137.82 125.64 85.17
1024 matches Hiso 1399.9 0.76 64.35 0.17 102.49 105.43 74.67 54.76
Rat* = 0.14 Hani 1730.2 9.18 108.56 3.19 39.41 38.13 30.63 26.08
Pair (0,6) ORSA 1155.8 0.00 13.10 0.00 140.53 125.50 127.14 105.33
971 matches Hiso 6899.8 17.48 110.50 7.25 14.63 8.85 2.48 33.46
Rat* = 0.10 Hani 5314.0 20.20 128.31 11.85 21.58 11.34 2.51 42.53
Pair (0,7) ORSA 1138.7 0.00 11.09 0.00 144.51 126.67 126.69 124.83
959 matches Hiso 9652.3 35.69 143.11 19.06 28.79 15.98 5.48 74.54
Rat* = 0.07 Hani 9529.9 48.17 146.80 22.83 27.46 16.78 5.95 71.88

Table 6.3: Average results on Strecha’s Herz-Jesu-P8 data over 200 runs with S =
10000 maximal trials each per tested method; the columns as in the caption of
Table 6.2. The SIF matching threshold was 0.8 for the top rows, and 0.9 for the
bottom rows.
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a) Herz-Jesu-P8 im0 b) Herz-Jseu-P8 im1

c) Herz-Jesu-P8 im2 d) Herz-Jesu-P8 im3

e) Herz-Jesu-P8 im4 f) Herz-Jesu-P8 im5

g) Herz-Jesu-P8 im6 h) Herz-Jesu-P8 im7

Figure 6.4: The images from Strecha’s Herz-Jesu-P8 sequence [Str08].





Conclusion

In Chapter 2 we have presented the computer vision basic elements for 3D re-
construction from a set of matches: the camera model, the feature detection and
matching approach, and the fundamental matrix two-view tensor. We have exem-
plified as well the related definitions and given a brief overview of the potential
applications of the fundamental matrix: robust matching, object recognition, mo-
tion estimation, 3D reconstruction, camera self-calibration, and image rectification
for dense matching and reconstruction.

In Chapter 3 we have introduced the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT)
and the preliminary concepts of corner detection and scale-space. We have also
explained the SIFT matching algorithm, trying to leave clear to the reader that
incorrect matches (outliers) are intrinsic to the SIFT matching algorithm, and thus
robust matching methods are necessary. We have paid a particular attention to
the SIFT matching performance relative to a threshold parameter, which allows to
choose between few matches with high proportion of inliers (correct matches), or
more matches with a lower ratio of inliers.

In Chapter 4 we have reviewed the robust methods for computing the fun-
damental matrix which aim at, given a set of input matches possibly containing
outliers (incorrect matches), returning a subset of inlier matches and the associated
fundamental matrix. We paid special attention to the RANdom SAmpling Con-
sensus (RANSAC) algorithm, and its many variants, some of which are able to
cope with more than a 50% of outliers. The main drawback of RANSAC is that it
requires a parametric estimate of the inlier/outlier threshold which, if assuming a
Gaussian distribution of errors for the inliers, is equivalent to giving an estimate of
the scale of the inlier error distribution.

In Chapter 5 we have introduced the Optimised Random Sampling Algorithm
(ORSA), which, based on existing publications and won challenges, we have ar-
gued to be an outstanding and compelling non-parametric method for robust match-
ing and fundamental matrix computation. We gave an overview of this method and
the underlying a contrario perceptual principle, which allow to obtain a decision
criterion that takes into account all data and method parameters (total number of
points, inlier/outlier threshold, and number of inlier matches). Such criterion im-
poses that a subset of matches is meaningful when it has low expectancy under the
assumption of uniform distribution of noise in the image. In fact, such assumption
can, under certain circumstances, represent a limitation of the ORSA method: why
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should the image points be uniformly distributed?
In Chapter 6 we proposed two non-parametric robust methods for the com-

putation of both the fundamental matrix and the subset of inlier matches. The
proposals consist in modifying the ORSA method by using an empirical reference
distribution of the image features. This replacement has been theoretically justi-
fied and through experiments we have shown that these methods improve ORSA,
particularly well for low inlier ratios in terms of geometric errors and relative mo-
tion precision. In particular, four different error measures have been introduced
and used for validation purposes. Despite extreme cases, the four measures gave
equivalent relative results when comparing the different methods.

The additional computational cost in our proposals with respect to ORSA is
the pre-computation of the distribution of lines under the empirical density; other-
wise, our proposal having the same complexity as ORSA. We did not perform this
pre-computation efficiently, but it is clear that the parametric form of the Gaussian
kernel density could be used to work-out a fast method for such purpose. In any
case, this extra operation needs to be computed only at the beginning, and not at
each random sampling iteration, making it suitable for robust matching; in partic-
ular, in object recognition applications, a priori we would perform it for the image
of the query object, unless the image database was static and multiple queries had
to be performed. Incorporating chromatic information (see e.g. [NSB07]) could
also lead to further improvement.

As a byproduct of our experiments (not limited to the ones presented in this
work), we conclude that using a non-conservative threshold when matching SIFT
features can lead to better results in terms of robust matching and fundamental
matrix estimation. The result on the input data matches of loosening the SIFT
threshold is that, although the inlier ratio decreases, the dataset contains a higher
number of inliers. One could argue that this is an intended ideal scenario for our
proposed methods, since the dataset contains more outliers and thus modelling
the distribution of the outlier points using the data points would be appropriate.
Nonetheless, the performed experiments reveal that having more data (both inliers
and outliers) benefits all methods, even at expense of a decrease in the inlier ratio.
This assertion becomes unrealible, of course, when the consequence of loosening
the matching threshold is that the inlier ratio falls below a 10%.

The previous discussion shows that the appropiate selection of the SIFT match-
ing threshold plays an important role in the performance of the robust matching
methods (not limited to ours). A possible extension of our work would consist in
the automatic selection of the SIFT matching parameter, possibly using an a con-
trario criterion [RDG08]. However, our experiments reveal that Lowe’s original
threshold gives reasonably good input data, the remaining biggest limitation being
due to SIFT’s non-reliability for image pairs with a high angle of relative rotation.



Appendix
Projective Geometry

Projective Geometry allows us to easily describe the pinhole camera model and
the geometric elements involved in the process of 3D reconstruction from images.
Different levels of geometric knowledge can be required depending on the applic-
ation of interest. From coarse to fine, these levels are: projective, affine and Euc-
lidean. Accordingly, we give in this Appendix a stratified approach to Projective
Geometry, recalling the necessary elements for the understanding of this book. A
general reference for this approach is [SK52], although the Computer Vision books
[HZ04, FLP01] contain also good introductory chapters to the topic. Tailored to
our needs, we adopt a different formalism than the one found in these references.

General Projective Geometry

A projective space of dimension n ≥ −1 over a fieldK is a triplet (P, E,Π), being
E a vector space over K of dimension n+ 1, P a set and

Π : E \ {~0} −→ P (A.1)

an exhaustive map so that, for any two vectors u, v ∈ E \ {~0},

Π(u) = Π(v)⇔ ∃λ ∈ K,λ 6= 0 s.t. u = λv . (A.2)

The set P alone is usually called projective space. E is said to be the vector space
associated to P. We will consider only the fields K = R or K = C and talk,
respectively, about real or complex projective spaces.

For example, given a vector space F over a field K, its projectivization, de-
noted by P(F ), is a projective space over K. It is defined by the structural map

F \ {0} → P(F ) = {G ⊂ F , dimK G = 1}
u 7→ 〈u〉 := {λu , λ ∈ K} . (A.3)

A linear variety L of (P, E,Π) of dimension 0 ≤ d ≤ n is the image under Π
of H \ {0}, with H a (unique) vector subspace of dimension d+ 1 of E:

dimK L = d⇔ L = Π(H \ {0}) , dimK H = d+ 1 . (A.4)
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We say that H represents L, or that H is the vector space associated to L, when
L = Π(H \ {0}). This will be denoted by

L = [H] . (A.5)

The intersection and join of two linear varietiesL = [H] andL′ = [H ′] are defined,
respectively, as follows:

L ∩ L′ := [H ∩H ′] , L ∨ L′ := [H +H ′] . (A.6)

Concepts of incidence and linear dependence of linear varieties can be defined
using their representative subspaces.

Points, lines, planes and hyperplanes are linear varieties of dimensions d = 0,
1, 2 and n − 1, respectively, defined when d ≤ n. In particular, a point p is
represented by 〈u〉 a one-dimensional vector subspace ofE. The equality p = [〈u〉]
will be denoted as p = [u] or, equivalently, p ' u.

A projective (coordinate) frame in (P, E,Π) is a set of n+ 2 points of P,

∆ = {p1, . . . , pn+1; q} , (A.7)

so that any n+ 1 of them are linearly independent. A vector basis {e1, . . . , en+1}
of E is said to be associated to the projective frame ∆ if it satisfies

p1 = [e1] , . . . , pn+1 = [en+1] , q = [e1 + . . .+ en+1] . (A.8)

Note that two vector basis associated to the same projective frame are propor-
tional, i.e. equal up to a scale factor. The coordinates of a point p in a frame ∆ are
x1, . . . , xn+1 such that, for any vector basis {e1, . . . , en+1} associated to ∆,

p = [x1e1 + . . .+ xn+1en+1] . (A.9)

This will be denoted by
p = (x1 : . . . : xn+1)∆ ,

the subscript ∆ being omitted if it is clear by the context. Observe that the coordin-
ates of a point are defined up to a scale factor.

Given four points q1, q2, q3, q4 on a line `, not three of them equal, we define
their cross ratio as the quotient∣∣∣∣ x3 y3

x1 y1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ x3 y3

x2 y2

∣∣∣∣ :

∣∣∣∣ x4 y4

x1 y1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ x4 y4

x2 y2

∣∣∣∣ ∈ K ∪ {∞} , (A.10)

where qi = (xi : yi)∆, for any projective frame ∆ taken on the one-dimensional
projective space `.
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The set of bilinear symmetric forms defined on a vector space E is a vector
space. A quadric of a projective space (P, E,Π) is an element of the projectiviza-
tion of that vector space. Given a coordinate frame on P, a quadric is defined, up
to a scale factor, by a (n + 1) × (n + 1) symmetric matrix. A quadric is said to
be degenerate when the rank of its matrix is not n + 1; otherwise, it is said to be
proper. The points of a quadric, if any, are given by its zeros: if Q = [f ] then

[u] ∈ Q⇔ f(u, u) = 0 . (A.11)

These should not to be confused with the quadric, except when K = C. A conic is
a quadric of a two-dimensional projective space.

The complexification of a real projective space P = P(E) is defined as PC =
P(EC), being EC = E ⊗R C the complexification of the vector space E. The
intersection of a quadric with a non-tangent line in P(E) gives two points, whose
coordinates can be either real or complex conjugate. In the later case, the points
are not defined in P(E), but in its complexification P(EC). Note that P(E) is em-
bedded in its complexification. In general, the complexification of a real projective
space is useful to deal with complex points rather than with non-existing points.

A projectivity between two projective spaces is a map induced by a linear iso-
morphism between the associated vector spaces. In any projective frames, a pro-
jectivity between two spaces of dimension n will be given, up to a scale factor, by
a (n + 1) × (n + 1) invertible matrix. Projectivities preserve incidence relations,
collinearity, cross ratio of aligned points, tangency and conjugation on quadrics.
Two projective spaces are said to be projectively equivalent (≡) if there exists a
projectivity between them. Any projective space (P, E,Π) is projectively equival-
ent to P(E), the projectivization of its vector space: P ≡ P(E). A homography
is a projectivity from a projective space onto itself. A correlation is a projectivity
between a projective space P and its dual P∨.

The projection from a point p = [u] ∈ P is a map, defined in P \ p, that sends
any point q 6= p to the line p∨q. This map is not a projectivity, since it is not defined
on the whole projective space; even so, it can be expressed in any projective frames
by a singular matrix with kernel 〈u〉. The projection from p preserves the double
ratio of points on a line not passing through p. The image of the projection from p
is: for n = 2, a pencil of lines with vertex at p; for n = 3, a star of lines through p.

The section on a hyperplane Π 63 p of any line ` 3 p is the point ` ∩ Π; us-
ing a subindex for the dimension of the spaces, the section map is defined from
P∨n−1 on Π ≡ Pn−1. Since Π 63 p, the section on Π is a correlation and so it
preserves the double ratio. Given two hyperplanes Π1 and Π2 not passing through
a point p, the composition of the projection from p of Π1 with the section on Π2

gives a projectivity between Π1 and Π2, which we call a perspectivity. In fact,
any projectivity between two hyperplanes can be obtained as composition of per-
spectivities [SK52]. A more general map, called perspective map, consisting in the
composition of the projection from a point with the section on a plane not passing
through the point, allows us to model central cameras in Chapter 2.
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Affine Geometry

We denote by AnR the standard affine space over R of dimension n, with underlying
vector space Rn. We define the hyperplane at infinity as the projectivization of Rn,

π∞ = P(Rn) . (A.12)

This hyperplane codifies the directions of Rn. We define PnR, the projective space
of dimension n over R, as the projective closure of AnR:

PnR = AnR t π∞ . (A.13)

This can be given a structure of projective space, for example, by taking as vector
space E = Rn × R = Rn+1 and structural map

Π : E \ {0} → PnR
(uT , 0)T 7→ [u] ∈ π∞ ,
(uT , λ)T 7→ O + 1

λu ∈ AnR , for λ 6= 0 ,
(A.14)

where O is an arbitrary point of AnR. We will generally use Pn to denote PnR,
although for convenience it will also denote its complexification.

We can associate to any affine frame {O; e1, . . . , en} of AnR a projective frame
of Pn using the structural map Π in (A.14):

{p1 = Π(eT1 , 0)T , . . . , pn = Π(eTn , 0)T , pn+1 = Π(0T , 1)T ;A = Π(
n∑
i=1

eTi , 1)T } .

(A.15)
The hyperplane at infinity in this frame of Pn has equation

π∞ = {xn+1 = 0}. (A.16)

Conversely, a projective frame ∆ of Pn such that the plane at infinity has the pre-
vious coordinate expression is called an affine frame.

Given three points q1, q2, q3 ∈ AnR on a line `, not two of them equal, we define
their affine ratio as the cross ratio of the three points together with the point `∩π∞.
In fact, the affine ratio is the ratio λ between two vectors:

λ(q3 − q2) = (q3 − q1) . (A.17)

The hyperplane at infinity of P3 is a plane called the plane at infinity, whereas
it is a line for P2, called the line at infinity. Any plane in P3, distinct of π∞, has a
line at infinity, which is the intersection of the plane with π∞.

An affinity of Pn is a homography that leaves invariant the hyperplane at infin-
ity. Consequently, it preserves parallelism and affine ratios, besides all the prop-
erties preserved by projectivities. In any affine frame, an affinity is given by a
(n+ 1)× (n+ 1) invertible matrix with the last row proportional to (0, . . . , 0, 1).
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Euclidean Geometry

Let us fix a metric on AnR, so as to dote it of a Euclidean structure. We recall that a
metric is a bilinear symmetric positive definite form on the associated vector space
Rn. We define the absolute quadric Q∞ of Pn as the quadric on the hyperplane at
infinity, π∞ = P(Rn), associated to the fixed metric. This quadric is proper and
imaginary (with no real points). Note that the absolute quadric can only encode the
metric of the affine space up to a scale ambiguity.

We can associate to any Euclidean frame {O; e1, . . . , en} of AnR a projective
frame as we did in (A.15) for affine frames. The absolute quadric in this frame of
Pn will have equations

x2
1 + . . .+ x2

n = 0 , xn+1 = 0 . (A.18)

Conversely, an affine frame ∆ of Pn such that the absolute quadric has the previous
coordinate expression is called a Euclidean frame.

In a projective plane P2 the absolute quadric is a pair of complex conjugate
points on the line at infinity of the plane. These points are called the circular
points of the plane because they belong to every circle on the plane. The absolute
quadric of P3 is a conic called the absolute conic, denoted by Ω∞. In a Euclidean
frame of P3, with coordinates x, y, z, t, we have

Ω∞ = { x2 + y2 + z2 = 0 , t = 0 } ⊂ π∞ = { t = 0 }. (A.19)

A similarity of P3 is an affinity that leaves invariant the absolute conic Ω∞.
Consequently, it preserves angles, besides all the properties preserved by affinities.
In any Euclidean frame, a similarity is given by a 4 × 4 invertible matrix with the
last row proportional to (0, 0, 0, 1) and the 3 × 3 upper-left submatrix multiple of
a rotation matrix.

Finally, a direct displacement or Euclidean transformation of A3
R is a similarity

that preserves the space metric, and thus it preserves distances, oriented angles
and areas. Any direct displacement of A3

R is the composition of a rotation with a
translation.
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